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ABSTRACT  
   
To foster both external and internal accountability, universities seek more effective 
models for student learning outcomes assessment (SLOA). Meaningful and authentic 
measurement of program-level student learning outcomes requires engagement with an 
institution’s faculty members, especially to gather student performance assessment data 
using common scoring instruments, or rubrics, across a university’s many colleges and 
programs. Too often, however, institutions rely on faculty engagement for SLOA 
initiatives like this without providing necessary support, communication, and training. 
The resulting data may lack sufficient reliability and reflect deficiencies in an 
institution’s culture of assessment.  
This mixed methods action research study gauged how well one form of SLOA 
training – a rubric-norming workshop – could affect both inter-rater reliability for faculty 
scorers and faculty perceptions of SLOA while exploring the nature of faculty 
collaboration toward a shared understanding of student learning outcomes. The study 
participants, ten part-time faculty members at the institution, each held primary careers in 
the health care industry, apart from their secondary role teaching university courses. 
Accordingly, each contributed expertise and experience to the rubric-norming 
discussions, surveys of assessment-related perceptions, and individual scoring of student 
performance with a common rubric. Drawing on sociocultural learning principles and the 
specific lens of activity theory, influences on faculty SLOA were arranged and analyzed 
within the heuristic framework of an activity system to discern effects of collaboration 
and perceptions toward SLOA on consistent rubric-scoring by faculty participants. 
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 Findings suggest participation in the study did not correlate to increased inter-
rater reliability for faculty scorers when using the common rubric. Constraints found 
within assessment tools and unclear institutional leadership prevented more reliable use 
of common rubrics. Instead, faculty participants resorted to individual assessment 
approaches to meaningfully guide students to classroom achievement and preparation for 
careers in the health care field. Despite this, faculty participants valued SLOA, 
collaborated readily with colleagues for shared assessment goals, and worked hard to 
teach and assess students meaningfully. 
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DEDICATION  
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little more sleep. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
In 2006, the US Department of Education commissioned a report on the state of 
U.S. education, including higher education.  In the resulting work, now referred to as the 
Spellings Commission Report, experts strenuously recommended schools enhance 
student learning outcomes assessment (hereafter, SLOA), and they urged accreditors to 
explicitly seek evidence of effectiveness of SLOA measures from their member 
institutions (U.S. Department of Education, 2006).  Within higher education, assessment 
may refer to many different uses enacted over several decades (Astin, 1991). According 
to Banta & Palomba (2014), outcomes assessment means to evaluate curricular or 
institutional effectiveness, but SLOA is more specifically defined as “the systematic 
collection, review, and use of information about educational programs undertaken for the 
purpose of improving student learning and development” (Banta & Palomba, 2014, p.1-
2). The Spellings Commission’s findings encouraged a vein of emerging scholarship to 
assist educators in defining meaningful student learning and methods for learning 
assessment (Darling-Hammond, Wilhoit, & Pettinger, 2014; Kezar 2013). Since then, 
authors have focused on key components of SLOA in higher education: insisting faculty 
be central in SLOA work, that multiple stakeholders collaborate on assessment projects, 
and that SLOA be explicitly linked to and supported by an institution’s mission (Banta & 
Palomba, 2014; Kuh et al., 2015; Suskie, 2009).  These elements, which each speak to the 
co-constructed nature of learning expectations, and of SLOA more specifically, will each 
be explicated further in this dissertation. 
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Also in line with the Spellings Commission’s recommendations, other researchers 
studied the impact of enhancing validity and reliability to promote effective SLOA 
(Jonsson & Svingby, 2007; Royal, 2011).  Reliability refers to the consistency with which 
assessment measurements are collected, and validity is the extent to which these 
measurements accurately capture the constructs intended (Waugh & Gronlund, 2013).  
Along with increased regulatory focus and scholarly research, regional and program 
accrediting bodies have disseminated clear expectations for institutions demonstrating 
reliability and validity of assessment methods (Eldridge, 2016; Higher Learning 
Commission, 2012; Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on 
Colleges, 2012).  Professional associations within higher education have supported these 
accreditation mandates, with numerous publications describing the importance of 
consistency and overall quality in student learning outcomes assessment data (American 
Educational Research Association et al., 2014; Kuh, Jankowski, Ikenberry, & Kinzie, 
2014; Miller & Leskes, 2005).   
These dovetailing efforts toward increased accountability also gave rise to the 
term culture of assessment.  One set of authors defines it as the “institutional contexts 
supporting or hindering the integration of professional wisdom with the best available 
assessment data to support improved student outcomes or decision making” (Fuller, 
Skidmore, Bustamonte, & Holzweiss, 2016, p.404).  In other words, every institution has 
a culture of assessment, positive or negative, that describes the extent to which a school 
practices effective, inclusive SLOA and bases its efforts in continuous improvement of 
student learning rather than compliance. A college’s assessment culture can be captured 
by examining stakeholder perceptions of various assessment-related structures at an 
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institution (Fuller et al., 2016; Guetterman & Mitchell, 2016; Holzweiss, Bustamonte, & 
Fuller, 2016; Ndoye & Parker, 2010).  In this study, perceptions of assessment will be 
studied particularly through the lens of faculty due to their central role in affecting 
student learning. 
Though garnering more focused empirical research in recent years, the term 
culture of assessment has long lacked a comprehensive definition, all too often connoting 
formulaic revamps of systems and processes within an institution for accreditation or 
regulatory needs (Kezar, 2013). These unfortunate forms of external accountability 
constrain colleges with unwieldy, overly prescriptive methodologies (McClellan, 2016).  
Indeed, professional and accreditor standards for SLOA constitute institutional 
isomorphism: generic guidance leading some schools to adopt ill-fitting models in order 
to comply with procedural assumptions or prestigious ideals for higher education 
(Farquharson, 2013; Toma, 2008). This is especially true in the private, for-profit sector, 
where colleges and universities rely on accreditation credentials and other marks of 
quality from external bodies to establish the credibility of their programs (Kinser, 2005; 
2007).  Much of the standardized procedures for accountability discussed here developed 
in response to recent shifts in the average student, faculty, and institutional profiles have 
changed – a more diverse population of people engage in higher education seeking more 
specifically tailored experiences (U.S. Department of Education, 2015). Along with these 
sociocultural phenomena, some experts argue SLOA and our common understanding of 
learning should shift too (Shulman, 2007).  In doing so, an institution’s culture of 
assessment evolves with changing accountability structures.  
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Another component of such an assessment culture meriting mention here is 
collaboration among educators.  Because of the aforementioned diversity found in 
today’s higher education arena, the ability to work productively with others retains high 
value. Collaboration as a research phenomenon can be found in a wide range of 
educational contexts: studies of classroom teachers co-constructing instructional goals 
(Goodnough, 2016; Pietarinen, Pyhältö, & Soini, 2016), higher education faculty working 
together to build long-term engagement and accountability (Haviland, Shin, & Turley, 
2010) and administrators at all levels investing in social capital of their educators 
(Hargreaves & Fullan, 2012). These studies symbolize the idea that collaboration means 
much more than simple interaction among educators. In this study collaboration will be 
viewed through the lens of relational agency, a sociocultural concept characterized as the 
ability to view others’ perspectives as useful, to allow one’s own views to be influenced 
by others’, and the ability to work with others to craft common goals and products 
(Edwards, 2005).  
Scholars of effective student learning outcomes assessment or culture of 
assessment identify collaboration and inclusivity as centrally important to sustained 
success (Banta & Palomba, 2014; Suskie, 2009).  Nearly any accountability measure 
enacted by a university or college seeks catalysis from collective action and a shared 
vision of those involved (Maki, 2010).  Collaboration drives positive accountability 
efforts in education by inviting all stakeholders to co-construct professional learning 
standards (Fuller, 2012; O’Connell et al., 2016). As a shared exercise then, inclusive, 
substantial dialogue with educators helps a college or university ask the right questions 
about what its student learn (Astin, 1991; Cordero de Noriega & Diiorio, 2006). Within a 
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classroom or among a small group of professionals, this critically reflective work allows 
researcher-educators to narrow in on shared goals (Kogan, Conforti, Bernabeo, Iobst, & 
Holmboe, 2015; Guetterman & Mitchell, 2016). At scale and over time, critical reflection 
generates action-oriented cycles of inquiry to gauge whether interventions achieved their 
aims (Herr & Anderson, 2015; Schoepp & Benson, 2016). In the case of this study, 
collaboration and faculty perceptions of SLOA are explored as influences on rubric-
norming workshops seeking to imbue consistency – and teach the importance of 
consistency – in the SLOA done by faculty who share common scoring instruments. 
Pressing Problem of Practice 
In response to demands from our regional accreditor, university leaders tasked my 
Institutional Effectiveness team with overseeing an institution-wide SLOA data 
collection pilot in late 2013 and 2014. We successfully laid the groundwork for a 
comprehensive assessment system driven by faculty-scored rubrics in the classroom, but 
the effort was rushed, motivated chiefly by external accountability.  Of greatest concern 
were the hundreds of faculty members who received no training to interpret student work 
reliably when using common rubrics.  This resulted in a lack of consistency that 
threatened the validity of inferences drawn from SLOA data summaries. Good 
measurement practice assumes all faculty raters apply a common scoring rubric 
uniformly when judging the same student performance (Judd, Secolsky, & Allen, 2012; 
Maki, 2010).  Moreover, this inconsistency of SLOA data quality and lack of assessment 
training emblematizes overall areas for growth within the university’s assessment culture, 
especially regarding faculty perceptions of SLOA. Research shows training can help 
higher education faculty adopt a better understanding of SLOA’s role in improving 
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student learning (Danley-Scott & Scott, 2014; Kogan et al., 2015) and also reinforce a 
sense of belonging with the institution’s mission and vision (Haviland, 2014).  Effective 
assessment training, focused on raters’ use of common instruments, can also reduce 
variance in scoring interpretations (Jonsson & Svingby, 2007; Rezaei & Lovorn, 2010) 
especially when such training emphasizes professional skill development, collaboration, 
and critical reflection (Kogan et al., 2015). The training interventions employed in this 
study fostered these critical elements of a healthy assessment culture with a series of 
interactive faculty workshops. 
Local Context 
Southwest University, or SWU, symbolizes many of the demographic and 
operational shifts seen throughout collegiate academics these days. Though unique in 
many ways, SWU shares with other schools the burden of navigating a changing, often 
uncertain higher education landscape.  Because of this, SWU offers a critical lens through 
which to view the overarching challenge facing colleges, to conduct authentic, rigorous, 
and externally compliant learning assessment of students in a consistent manner across an 
institution.  
School Profile.  A private, for-profit institution, Southwest University conducts 
over 80% of its courses online but maintains active brick-and-mortar campuses in several 
US states. Administrative units in business intelligence, academic operations, and 
institutional effectiveness oversee logistics for the university.  Other staff units assist 
faculty and students with technological support, compensation/finances, and advising.  
Academically, SWU offers more than a hundred certificate and degree programs at the 
associate, bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral levels, spanning a wide variety of subject 
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areas. Its most popular programs reside in the subject areas of business, information 
systems and technology, and health professions, but the university aspires to career-
relevance for its entire academic portfolio.  In support of this, the university and each of 
its colleges maintain a leadership hierarchy to craft, publish, and support standardized 
curriculum for all SWU campuses. Historically less common in higher-learning 
institutions, this set-up for curricular design has become increasingly necessary at multi-
site institutions like SWU given the scale of the university’s campus network (Kinser, 
2005; 2006). 
The massive organizational structure at SWU supports a student base numbering 
over 100,000.  SWU’s student profile bears little resemblance to common notions of 18-
to-22 year-old students living on campus (U.S. Department of Education, 2015). SWU 
students, on average, are over the age of 35, claim heritage in a racial or ethnic minority, 
work full-time, are the first in their family to attend college, and support a household with 
at least one dependent. All SWU students are considered “full-time” (U.S. Department of 
Education, 2014), taking single, intensive courses of five to eight weeks in duration in 
succession. 
To serve its enormous, diverse student population, the university employs 
thousands of faculty members spread throughout the United States. Nearly all SWU 
faculty work for the university part-time, holding full-time jobs in the same professional 
areas that they teach. The majority teach exclusively online, but all utilize an online 
learning management system for instruction at the for-profit institution. Beyond those 
uniform characteristics, however, lay a general unevenness: a wide spectrum of subject-
matter knowledge, schooling background, teaching efficacy, and overall engagement with 
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university culture. Internal SWU faculty surveys reveal scores of contented, productive 
faculty next to many disenfranchised colleagues who feel underpaid, underappreciated, 
and ineffectual within the larger organization. These findings match other research across 
the higher education landscape.  Part-time and adjunct faculty positions, as well as online 
teaching environments, continue to increase across higher education (Selingo, 2016).  
Part-time faculty indicate low levels of perceived institutional support (U.S. Department 
of Education, 2002), demonstrate less instructional efficacy than their full-time 
counterparts (Schuetz, 2002). Other studies indicate faculty performance at for-profit 
institutions may be hindered by a lack of academic freedom and the conflictual nature of 
their institution’s profit motives with teaching and learning (Lechuga 2008; 2010).  
Regardless of an institution’s structure, though, all schools rely on their faculty for 
assistance in gathering evidence of student learning outcomes or for another 
accountability exercise (Kezar & Maxey, 2014). Although one cannot generalize to an 
entire faculty base at a higher education institution, these insights lead toward a greater 
understanding of educators’ work with SLOA and their perceptions of SLOA. 
Assessment Culture at SWU. The Office of Institutional Effectiveness (OIE) 
helps enact accountability measures for all academic and co-curricular programs within 
the university. This includes oversight for data collection, analysis, and reporting for all 
SLOA measures in coordination with the schools and colleges. This work includes a 
standardized, assessment-focused process for creating mission statements, curriculum 
maps, and student learning outcomes for each academic program. Within the university’s 
centralized curriculum-design process, assessment staff assist SWU schools and colleges 
with developing specific mastery-level assignments throughout program sequences that 
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aligned to learning outcomes.  The process allows faculty to apply a rubric to student 
work in the classroom and submit scores to a central assessment management tool.  Once 
collected and aggregated, the scores theoretically measure the overall level of student 
achievement toward learning outcomes.  
Common use of rubrics by faculty, however, must be supported by instrument-
specific training to imbue sufficient inter-rater reliability into the measurements (Jonsson 
& Svingby, 2007).  Faculty training did not include this content initially, and all 
preceding systemic change resulted from top-down, compliance-focused mandates and 
limited faculty involvement.  Experts state definitively that faculty should possess a 
central role in assessing student learning outcomes (Banta & Palomba, 2014; Fuller et al., 
2016), and that internal accountability initiatives drive real, sustainable change (Fullan, 
Rincón-Gallardo, & Hargreaves, 2015). When these conditions did not readily appear in 
the assessment changes at SWU, it accurately reflected areas for growth within the 
institution’s culture of assessment.  From our team’s perspective, we experienced 
reluctant engagement and lower overall buy-in from faculty, coherent with recent 
scholarship documenting faculty wariness and skepticism when SLOA initiatives were 
not accompanied by proper support or explanation (Cain & Hutchings, 2015; Danley-
Scott & Scott, 2014).  At a large institution like SWU, with a multitude of experiences 
and assessment interpretations, it was hypothesized that a ‘norming’ intervention, scaled 
out to all colleges and programs, could work to harness diverse faculty perspectives 
toward a more consistent set of student learning expectations.  
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Role of the Researcher 
In late 2014, I asked to extend our centralized faculty assessment training to 
include rubric-specific content for faculty raters using common scoring instruments.  The 
request, based on a preliminary literature review (Jonsson & Svingby, 2007) and my own 
education measurement studies, was received well by leadership. Soon after, we had 
created a system by which faculty could be compensated for two or three hours of rubric-
specific training with colleagues. With SWU schools and colleges, I helped design the 
content and train the faculty liaisons to lead sessions. At the same time, I grew interested 
in a conducting a formal research study while developing dual positionality as both 
insider and outsider to the situation. 
When an action researcher examines the complexity of this dual positionality, 
numerous potential dilemmas merit consideration along with any benefits (Herr & 
Anderson, 2015).  My active involvement with assessment training and systems has 
afforded me specific content knowledge and familiarity with like-minded personnel. This 
‘insider’ perspective as an assessment professional helps me discover opportunities for 
collaboration and support. One less familiar with higher education assessment, and 
assessment at SWU, would not enjoy the same resources.  I had to ensure these privileges 
did not obscure a pragmatic interpretation of our institution’s nascent assessment culture 
during this research. On the other hand, my study participants likely self-identified as 
faculty members within a single academic program and thus viewed me as ‘outsider’. In 
other training situations, I emphasized my knowledge or skills in the training material 
because I felt inferior to faculty members for lacking their college classroom experience. 
When instructors trade stories or allude to particular pedagogical issues in workshops, I 
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do not share their frame of reference.  To overcome this feeling, I have attempted to 
mitigate my non-belonging by providing transparent communication about the need for 
SLOA and promoting a shared sense of engagement in SLOA training. I expected that, in 
doing so, I would help foster aspects of a healthier culture of assessment (Fuller et al., 
2016; Guetterman & Mitchell, 2016), and I hoped to open myself to a clearer 
understanding of faculty perceptions of SLOA.  
Purpose Statement and Research Questions 
The purpose of this action research project was to examine how rubric-specific 
‘norming’ workshops for faculty raters impact specific aspects of the institution’s culture 
of assessment: consistency of SLOA with rubrics, faculty collaboration in SLOA-related 
rubric-norming sessions, and faculty perceptions of SLOA.  The following research 
questions guided the study.  The first and second questions explored the intervention’s 
effect on inter-rater reliability and perceptions of assessment within an institution.  The 
third question probed faculty raters’ ability to craft shared expectations for student 
learning through collaboration in the training environment. The fourth question sought to 
understand how ‘norming’ collaboration and perceptions of SLOA mediate faculty’s 
ability to consistently and effectively assess student learning outcomes. 
1) To what extent does rubric-rater training improve inter-rater reliability among 
faculty scoring student performance assessments in a health administration 
course?  
2) To what extent does rubric-rater training strengthen faculty perceptions of student 
learning outcomes assessment?  
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3) How do faculty collaborate with one another when assessing student benchmark 
assignment work in a health administration course? 
4) How do faculty collaboration and perceptions of assessment mediate their 
consistent assessment of student learning outcomes? 
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CHAPTER 2 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS AND RESEARCH GUIDING THE PROJECT 
This study sought to understand how faculty assessment of student learning 
outcomes, and consistency of assessment, is impacted by faculty perceptions of student 
learning outcomes assessment (SLOA) and assessment-related collaboration within an 
institution’s culture of assessment.  Literature on SLOA and culture of assessment is 
reviewed, showing how both constructs intertwine as a university measures student 
learning. This is followed by an explication of rubric use for SLOA in higher education, 
and how rubrics function as a tool to enhance assessment data quality. Rubric norming is 
next located in the literature, as a research-based intervention method for the study.  Key 
elements of norming as a training intervention are identified.  Then, two major factors on 
norming efficacy are discussed: faculty perceptions toward SLOA and collaboration 
among educators, especially for assessment purposes. Faculty perceptions toward SLOA 
and training toward effective assessment of student learning outcomes with rubrics are 
grounded in other recent studies.  Relational agency, a construct that illuminates the 
capacity of faculty to view their work as collective and interpret the perspectives of 
others when collaborating through SLOA training, is next introduced. As explained in the 
chapter, these two influences constitute the primary research focus for data collection and 
analysis. 
Following the literature review of terms relevant to the study, the researcher’s 
theoretical framework is introduced and explained. Activity theory provides a lens for 
viewing SLOA by faculty as a complex task mediated by the rubrics used at SWU for 
assessment work, faculty perceptions of assessment, and collaboration encouraged by the 
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rubric-norming intervention. Activity systems are described as a heuristic helping to 
understand complex and interdependent influences within a problems of practice, 
especially in educational contexts. In sum, activity theory establishes an effective 
framework for studying faculty perceptions of SLOA and faculty collaboration as two of 
many contextual factors impacting the effectiveness of rubric norming for faculty SLOA.  
SLOA and Culture of Assessment 
Assessment of student learning outcomes, a specific brand of educational 
measurement, has grown in importance in the last quarter-century of higher education 
(Banta & Palomba, 2014; Suskie, 2009).  As defined in the first chapter, SLOA signifies 
a process of gathering quality information about an educational program and how it 
cultivates student learning and development (Fuller, 2012). The standardization of SLOA 
practices by regional and professional accreditors in recent decades has resulted in 
schools pursuing more rigorous assessment methods to gauge learning and effectiveness 
(Kezar, 2013).  Such methods balance a focus on external accountability – being 
answerable to one’s accreditors and other outside stakeholders – with an equal measure 
of internal accountability and professional pride (Bresciani, 2011; Fullan et al., 2015). To 
attain the proper balance, institutions engage an array of stakeholders to create a shared 
definition of SLOA and incorporate it into the mission, vision, and values of an 
institution (Banta & Palomba, 2014; Fuller et al., 2016). Leaders can then focus their 
educators on consistent and accurate data-gathering, to address areas of need with 
targeted improvements over iterative assessment action cycles. As SLOA becomes more 
effective, purposeful and inclusive, a school develops positive aspects of its ‘culture of 
assessment’ (Fuller et al., 2016; Ndoye & Parker, 2010; Suskie, 2009; Weiner, 2009).  
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Culture, not climate. Culture more generally has been defined, for an 
organization or professional system, as a shared set of behaviors, values, and norms 
learned and perpetuated by members of the group in question (Schein, 2010).  Scholars of 
organizational culture describe ‘layers’ of culture moving in a hierarchy from artifacts of 
culture – the outward demonstration of shared belief – to shared behaviors to the deep, 
underlying norms and assumptions driving the culture (Rousseau, 2010; Schein, 2010).  
Recent scholarship on organizational culture has attempted to clarify differences between 
‘culture’ and ‘climate’ from methodological and conceptual standpoints (Schneider, 
Ehrhart, & Macey, 2013).  Education researchers have echoed these definitions. One 
recent study recognized school culture and school climate as explicitly different 
constructs, with climate encompassing a broader but more fleeting connotation of one’s 
perceptions as related to environmental factors while culture remains more deeply 
embedded in one’s beliefs (Van Houtte & Van Maele, 2011). In both cited studies, 
researchers acknowledge a general lack of agreement and a prevailing inclination by the 
research community to conflate the two. An argument can be made, however, that 
studying culture is ultimately more conducive for looking at school effectiveness (Van 
Houtte, 2005), and scholars see culture as an easier concept to measure empirically as 
related to other study phenomena (Schneider et al., 2013). In this study, ‘culture’ 
remained the focus, due to the aforementioned qualities of the construct and its 
predominant use in the professional literature related to SLOA. 
Culture of assessment. Within higher education assessment, the construct of 
organizational culture has been adopted to evaluate an institution’s commitment to 
making program decisions informed by evidence of student learning (Maki, 2010).  
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Lakos & Phipps (2004) explained the term ‘culture of assessment’ with organizational 
culture as the basis, advising academic librarians to build on existing administrative or 
structural strengths as a way to foster assessment-culture characteristics in current 
practice.  More recent scholarship on ‘culture of assessment’ depicts it as an ideal state to 
be achieved or as an institutional re-emphasis of traits representing basic SLOA practice 
(Weiner, 2009). Other authors have empirically measured characteristics of assessment 
culture, surveying school leaders for their perspective (Fuller et al., 2016).  All 
assessment experts writing about assessment culture generally agree on the fundamental 
concepts underpinning both quality SLOA and strong culture of assessment: a clear 
centrality for faculty and staff involvement, shared use of assessment data, common 
mission or values driving assessment work, and clear leadership for assessment efforts 
(Fuller et al., 2016; Fuller & Skidmore, 2014; Gorran Farkas, 2013; Ndoye & Parker, 
2010).  That multiple experts agree on a general set of assessment-culture factors 
substantiates their impact on SLOA, but it also creates a problem. One scholar notes the 
term has “become every aspect of the organization, making it both meaningful and 
meaningless” (Kezar, 2013, p.192). ‘Culture of assessment’ now connotes a soft 
buzzword to many, too ubiquitous and loosely defined to be well understood as a lever 
for effective SLOA and SLOA-based decision making.    
The current study built on these works in two specific ways, studying assessment 
culture through the lens of faculty rather than school leaders, and by operationally 
defining the term clearly.  By funneling one’s understanding of SLOA through faculty 
perceptions, the study aligns with relevant research that definitively states faculty 
investment is essential to SLOA success (Cain & Hutchings, 2015).  Guetterman and 
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Mitchell (2016) focused their assessment-culture inquiry on faculty perspectives, using a 
mixed-methods approach to study faculty-leader participants in a year-long professional 
development program specifically for learning outcomes assessment.  Using surveys, 
qualitative feedback, and a summative poster project created by faculty participants in the 
program, the authors discovered faculty craved additional support and resources from 
their administrators and were most positive regarding the ability to learn collaboratively 
with – and from – their colleagues (Guetterman & Mitchell, 2016). Survey instruments 
helped the authors reinforce specific constructs which they described as constituting 
assessment culture.  One specific survey gauged faculty perceptions toward SLOA in 
three parts: knowledge about assessment; personal dispositions toward SLOA; and 
perceived institutional encouragement for both SLOA and institutional use of assessment 
insights (Guetterman & Mitchell, 2016).  This configuration of assessment-culture 
principles, as perceived by faculty, effectively synthesizes aforementioned relevant 
literature, which had narrowed on a similar set of composite characteristics to describe a 
culture of assessment: administrative leadership or support; faculty engagement and 
investment; use of SLOA data; sharing or communication norms; and shared purpose or 
vision for assessment at an institution.  Condensed into the Guetterman & Mitchell 
model, these characteristics will be explored using multiple data collection methods 
described in Chapter 3, and represent a significant but limited portion of an institution’s 
overall assessment culture. Now having defined ‘culture of assessment’ and planned its 
exploration through the lens of faculty training participants’ perceptions, further 
explanation of SLOA is warranted.  
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Measuring Student Learning Outcomes with Rubrics 
SLOA can be achieved using a variety of methods, but classroom work “assigned 
by faculty has always been the most meaningful and natural source of evidence for 
documenting student learning” (Hutchings, Kinzie, & Kuh, 2015, p.34). In higher 
education, most program-level student learning outcomes comprise complex, higher-
order thinking skills (Banta & Palomba, 2014).  Because of this, educators use 
performance assessments and rubrics to accurately assess those skills (Jonsson & 
Svingby, 2007; Lovorn & Rezaei, 2010; Reddy & Andrade, 2010). Rather than rely on a 
student’s self-reported abilities, or abstractly gauging them with an objective test, 
performance assessments require students to demonstrate mastery of a learning outcome 
through direct and authentic application of the skill (Hutchings, et al., 2015). A rubric 
allows an educator to deconstruct a mastery performance into a set of dimensions or 
criteria, with each component organized along a continuum of ability. Faculty then rate 
the learning for each criterion of the demonstration, using their expertise and professional 
experience (Suskie, 2009; Walvoord, 2004).  Instead of binary right-or-wrong outcomes 
as with traditional examinations, rubrics create multi-faceted student learning data. 
Educators have increasingly relied up on these scoring instruments, hoping to distill rich 
learning experiences into informative but digestible summaries (Brookhart & Chen, 
2015).   
In response to the emerging trend of rubric use in higher education, researchers 
have concentrated much scholarship at understanding the core components of rubrics 
(Dawson, 2015; Hack, 2015) and how educators may enhance student learning with them 
(Jonsson, 2014). Other researchers have conducted meta-analyses of the resulting 
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literature, in an attempt to summarize the growing number of studies focused on rubrics 
as tools to capture student learning in higher education (Brookhart & Chen, 2015; 
Jonsson & Svingby, 2007; Reddy & Andrade, 2010).  Jonsson and Svingby (2007) 
emblematize the general theme of reviews that succeeded it.  By reviewing 75 different 
published studies employing rubrics, the researchers examined if other researchers 
provided evidence of validity and reliability for rubric use, and if several hypothesized 
benefits of rubrics held substantial footing in the literature. Jonsson and Svingby 
conclude that future rubric research should focus on data quality, so that reliability and 
validity claims can be fully supported (2007). Further, they assert that rubrics can 
facilitate efficacious SLOA, beneficial to both students and faculty, but training and 
proper design principles should be followed (Jonsson & Svingby, 2007).  The literature 
reflects a general belief that, with effective training and communication, rubrics can help 
more accurately gauge student learning at an institution (Jonsson & Svingby, 2007).   
Consistency through rubric training. Perhaps the most common principle of 
rubric use found in literature is that, when a scoring instrument will be utilized commonly 
by multiple faculty raters, those raters must be trained rigorously (Lovorn & Rezaei, 
2010; Sadler, 2005; Saxton, Belanger, & Becker, 2012) and some measure of 
consistency, or inter-rater reliability, must be sought (Kuh et al., 2015; Oakleaf, 2009; 
Royal, 2011; Turbow & Evener, 2016). Reliability estimates help validate inferences 
resulting from data collection (Judd et al., 2012; Stemler, 2004).  Saxton et al. (2012) 
found that, especially for complex constructs such as critical thinking, meticulous 
attention to rater bias and other details was imperative for success.  Their study tracked 
two graduate-student raters scoring three hundred student rubric scores using a 
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researcher-designed assignment and previously-conceived critical thinking rubric. The 
authors explain how valid and reliable scoring instruments, when implemented through a 
well-conceived plan for training and preparing raters, can achieve acceptable levels of 
inter- and intra-rater reliability (Saxton et al., 2012), albeit for only the pair of raters.  
Also transferable from the study are essential aspects of rater-training and rubric-design 
pilot testing for focusing action-research interventions on groups of rubric raters. 
Lovorn & Rezeai (2010) focused instead on writing rubrics, describing two 
compelling experiments wherein a large number of college students attempt to utilize a 
scoring rubric to standardize their grading of writing samples. The researchers found the 
common rubric had no positive effect in this manner, and in fact may have been 
counterproductive in terms of reliability. Striking a more cautious tone than other authors, 
Lovorn and Rezaei (2010) posit that raters must be well-trained on an instrument in order 
to benefit from such a tool, and the rubric itself must be well-designed so as to not 
encourage holistic and unfocused grading or scoring. The study’s intervention drew from 
these ideas, ensuring that training participants could suggest improvements to the scoring 
instruments used and enhancing rubrics as SLOA efforts expand in scale to greater 
numbers of faculty. 
Rubric-norming effects as training intervention.  Rubric norming belongs to a 
category of assessment training that has been described by other names in education 
research: often calibration, consensus moderation, or other terms. Though not identical, 
these activities all share basic components and theoretical frameworks (Bloxham & Price, 
2013; Holmes & Oakleaf, 2013; O’Connell et al., 2016; Saxton, Belanger, & Becker, 
2012).   
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Rubric norming components. Though structures may differ, the common 
elements of rater trainings allow participants to grow assessment-related skill through 
collaboration and reflective practice (Kogan et al., 2015; Oakleaf, 2009).  Reviewing 
scoring procedures or prescribing certain use of the scoring instrument improves fidelity 
of rater activity by directly addressing confusing procedural points (Graham et al., 2012; 
Jonsson, 2014). Many studies have also shown simple review of scoring protocols and 
rater-bias issues can improve inter-rater reliability (Hansson, Svensson, Strandberg, 
Troein, & Beckman, 2014; Saxton et al., 2012), and that online trainings can be just as 
effective as face-to-face trainings (Wolfe, Matthews, & Vickers, 2010).  Further, 
practicing scoring itself improves a rater’s confidence (O’Connell et al., 2016), and the 
experience of defending or discussing rationale behind scoring decisions creates 
opportunities for critical reflection and subsequently deeper understanding of the 
assessment activity (Kogan et al., 2015).  Bolstering one’s confidence in scoring can lead 
to increased intra-rater reliability, too, as a rater becomes more comfortable with the 
scoring activity. Overall these practices function as individual professional development 
while collaboration generates valuable social capital and productivity for faculty 
members (Reddy, 2011; Turbow & Evener, 2016).  
Exemplars and SLOA as socially-constructed. One important difference between 
different forms of rubric training for increased reliability concerns the use of anchor 
papers or exemplars. Almost all rater trainings employ sample performances for practice 
scoring (Jonsson & Svingby, 2007).  They are called exemplars or anchor papers, though, 
when the samples constitute previously-agreed upon standards to which the current pool 
of raters agrees to calibrate their understanding (Dawson, 2015; Oakleaf, 2009; Sadler, 
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2005). Some research asserts the importance of anchor papers because, without a set 
standard, raters have no absolute understanding of a learning expectation on the rubric 
(Rezaei & Lovorn, 2010).  It follows then that, with the use of anchor papers or 
exemplars, the ability of the trained raters to achieve scoring consistency is strengthened. 
Because SLOA represents a socially-constructed idea, however, an institution 
may eschew anchor papers out of concern they preclude raters from exercising expert 
opinions in the scoring process.  The goal of an instrument-specific norming session, 
then, is to increase inter-rater reliability or agreement, building toward consensus on 
common interpretations rather than absolute agreement.  Some scholars suggest that, 
especially for new raters, the conversations around shared standards is most impactful to 
better, more reliable scoring (Handley, den Outer, & Price, 2013). This builds on another 
strand of scholarship asserting that hand-wringing over inter-rater reliability 
misunderstands the social-construction of SLOA (Bloxham, 2009 Sadler, 2005; Price, 
O’Donovan, Rust, & Carroll, 2008). Instead, scholars in this vein argue that learning 
assessment is subjective, and should be, but that collaborative norming among raters still 
holds value to help constantly anchor and reinvigorate the expert judgments of faculty 
raters (Bloxham et al., 2016; Price, 2005).  The ‘middle way’ advocated by these 
researchers informs the creation of this study’s intervention and theoretical framework. 
Rater bias and workplace-based assessments. A related construct of note is 
rater bias.  In learning assessment situations, faculty raters can exhibit many kinds of 
leanings that will influence their evaluation of performance (Myford, 2012).  Much 
education research has concluded that, while there are effective methods to helping 
assessors eschew various biases during evaluation experiences, bias is impossible to 
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completely eradicate (Lovorn & Rezaei, 2011; Rezaei & Lovorn, 2010; Weigle, 1999; 
Wiseman, 2012). Similar to the discussion around anchor papers and social construction 
of SLOA, though, the role of bias in rater training is not one-sided.   
Workplace assessments and performance appraisals.  Rubric-based assessment 
in education represents just one form of rater training. More generally, rater trainings 
focus on orienting a set of evaluators to a scoring situation, a specific scoring instrument, 
and usually, methods for exercising expert judgment with appropriate amounts of 
experience and bias (Bernadin & Buckley, 1981; Woehr & Huffcutt, 1994). Because the 
specific rating task for faculty participants in this study involves students who are near 
graduation applying job-focused skills in a way that resembles the workplace, relevant 
research on workplace-based assessments (WBAs) is also instructive to the study. 
Scholarship on WBAs suggests that educators or mentors in a workplace environment 
must account for many kinds of sociocultural factors influence performance evaluations 
in the workplace (Govaerts, Van de Wiel, Schuwirth, Van der Vleuten, & Muijtjens, 
2013; Holmboe, Sherbino, Long, Swing, & Frank, 2010). One such factor, professional 
and personal bias on the part of the evaluator, is entirely normal, cannot be completely 
rooted out with training, and should not be (Levy & Williams, 2004; Williams, et al 
2003).  This idea not only dovetails with the social-constructivist paradigm for SLOA 
(Bloxham, 2009), but it also recalls the sentiment in higher education that adjunct faculty 
offer valuable insight to students because of their deep professional knowledge. It follows 
that if rubric-rater training, or norming, completely scrubs faculty members’ biases from 
their judgment, this might actually be counter-productive.  
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Research on WBAs further asserts that rater trainings often fail then because they 
cannot account sufficiently for raters’ a priori biases (Govaerts et al, 2013) and should 
adapt a model that more proactively invites a rater’s accumulated influences to harness 
and minimize their effect (Holmboe et al., 2010; Kogan et al., 2015). This also supports 
the SLOA-as-socially-constructed viewpoint, advocates of which also contend that 
consensus-building around learning assessment standards must include faculty’s 
professional experience and expertise (Bloxham et al., 2016; Handley et al., 2013; Price, 
2005).  Thus, performance assessment is a complex, subjective task for several profound 
and necessary reasons.  
Educators have an obligation, however, to imbue their ratings of student 
performance with objectivity, to facilitate transparent, impartial, and meaningful learning 
situations for their students. Training faculty members to use well-designed rubrics is one 
method for achieving this.  How faculty perceive these efforts, and how they perceive 
SLOA more generally, is the next topic to be explored. 
Faculty Perceptions of SLOA 
In higher education, greater accountability and consistency in assessment always 
requires faculty support – they are the ones at the forefront of new initiatives, putting 
shared principles directly into practice in the classroom.  Research on best practices 
reinforce the importance of faculty in SLOA (Banta & Palomba, 2014), and accordingly, 
accreditors expect it to occur (Higher Learning Commission, 2016).  How does an 
institution avoid making SLOA an “incomprehensible burden” for its faculty (Schilling & 
Schilling, 1998, p.63) while still attaining quality and effort in SLOA?  Within the study, 
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these questions were explored through faculty perceptions of their responsibility for 
SLOA. 
Positive faculty perceptions of SLOA.  Researchers have shown repeatedly that 
higher education faculty of all types sincerely desire to help their students excel (Danley-
Scott & Scott, 2014; Scott & Danley-Scott, 2015). Faculty welcome opportunities to 
practice and develop instructional skills in collaboration with their colleagues (Fairbanks 
et al., 2010; Kezar & Maxey, 2014), and these forms of professional development help 
instill a mutual level of responsibility and pride among colleagues (Fullan et al., 2015).  
The effects of this phenomena extend to accountability measures too.  Commonly, 
institutional SLOA initiatives include faculty training programs (Kuh et al., 2015), and 
researchers have found faculty receptive, unafraid of high expectations from one’s 
institution (Germaine & Spencer, 2016; Rickards, Abromeit, Mentkowski, & Mernitz, 
2016).  Other studies point to specific components of training to maximize engagement 
with participants. Faculty expect leaders to demonstrate consistent support for 
accreditation or other accountability efforts, with sufficient resources and clear 
communication (Rickards et al., 2016; Schilling & Schilling, 1998).  In general, faculty 
are motivated by transparent, shared goals and learning that is both meaningful and 
practical (Lyons, 2007; Richardson, 2007; Haviland, 2009).  A case study reported by 
Haviland, Shin, and Turley (2010) demonstrates how this can be done effectively by a 
college or academic program. The study involved 44 faculty, from an education program 
in a California college, participating in a set of workshop trainings for a new 
programmatic assessment initiative. In both survey responses and interviews, the authors 
found the workshops intervention had a positive effect on attendees.  Faculty members 
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reported increased confidence in abilities for assessment work afterward, as well as in 
their perceived level of support from the college. These participants also indicated that 
the collaborative element of the sessions benefited them greatly and claimed to have 
earned a greater understanding of the work to be done, though these effects waned in the 
months that followed the intervention (Haviland et al., 2010).  The example connected to 
the current study’s research design which used faculty perceptions of SLOA to gauge the 
effectiveness of a training intervention. 
Faculty wariness for SLOA training. When perceived purposes of SLOA 
training do not align with stated goals, higher education faculty exhibit wariness and 
disengagement with such initiatives (Cain & Hutchings, 2015; Deneen & Boud, 2014). 
Poor communication or inconsistent support from leadership may obscure otherwise 
worthwhile efforts, too (Haviland, 2009). Many studies show higher education faculty 
and staff approach accountability work with skepticism, perceiving extra effort to satisfy 
accreditors with little local value (Haviland, 2014; Knight, Tait, & Yorke, 2006; Patton, 
2015; Rodgers et al., 2013).  A fairly comprehensive catalog of faculty ambivalence or 
wariness can be found in a study at a Hong Kong university by Deneen and Boud (2014).  
In the study, faculty and staff were asked to make several large-scale changes to their 
existing assessment practices, and the researchers sought to investigate the forms of 
resistance these change efforts encountered. Through an analysis of staff dialogues and 
interviews, the researchers classified multiple forms of resistance and identified forces 
hindering assessment changes. And although authors reported a respect for SLOA among 
participants in a general sense, they still encountered much resistance. This pushback fell 
into three broad categories, from overarching questions about the value of SLO, to 
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practical concerns regarding insufficient time or resources for effective SLOA, to more 
procedural and normative concerns about how SLOA was implemented around them 
(Deneen & Boud. 2014). The findings suggest that, even with general agreement among 
faculty participants, specific perspectives about SLOA and its utility may vary greatly 
among university colleagues.  
Qualitative inquiry for faculty perceptions of SLOA through collaboration. 
Qualitative studies have delved deeper into faculty raters who are assessing student work, 
and how they perceive training efforts for assessment.  A form of discourse analysis was 
used in a qualitative study to explore the ways faculty raters saw their role in a SLOA 
process and how they interacted with a partner rater (Bullough, 2010). The study used ten 
teacher-candidate work samples, discussed and scored by four pairs consisting of one 
tenure-track and one clinical faculty member each. The researcher noted the scoring 
teams had hewn a compromised meaning of consistency, between absolute agreement 
and consensus. Instead of explicitly talking about reliability, the subjects applied a large 
but fairly stable set of rules and strategies to drive their collaborative work and to 
understand the scoring/rating processes they created together (Bullough, 2010).  By 
exploring how faculty raters build meaning together in an assessment-of-learning 
workspace, Bullough (2010) offers ideas regarding the design of the current study and its 
aims: that one should capture data in a manner that remains open to nuanced ideas of 
consistency put forth by faculty-rater participants. 
In another qualitative study of faculty assessing learning outcomes performance 
with common instruments, Kogan et al. (2015) approached rater perceptions of 
consistency in a study of faculty leaders from a set of internal medicine residency 
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programs. Through a set of individual interviews and focus groups, participants conveyed 
that “group consensus on the criteria […] was ‘empowering’ and helped them feel 
‘relieved’” (Kogan et al., 2015, p.699). The participants attributed this benevolent 
consistency to discussions about scoring rationales and exercises to co-construct 
definitions of terms used in the scoring instrument (Kogan et al., 2015).   
This dissertation mimicked the constructivist lens employed by Kogan et al. 
(2015) for researching rater training situations. The study’s intervention brought together 
faculty with wide-ranging abilities and levels of experience, training them to use a 
common rubric to assess student work in the classroom. And, as explained above, these 
socio-historical influences impact faculty raters’ perspectives and emerge as participants’ 
perceptions of the rating task are solicited. To further explore how this influence takes 
shape, collaboration among faculty rubric raters will be described, as a second major 
sociocultural mediator of SLOA. 
Collaboration and Relational Agency 
Research affirms faculty inclusion and collaboration as fundamental to sustaining 
an assessment culture (Bresciani, 2011). Classroom educators interact directly with 
students, implement SLOA methods, provide key insights for data analysis, and are often 
tasked with initiating changes or improvements too. In short, they determine whether 
learning happens at an institution, more so than perhaps any other constituency (Cain & 
Hutchings, 2015; Ndoye & Parker, 2010). In addition to essential pedagogical 
interactions, faculty collaboration with colleagues for SLOA was previously shown to 
catalyze assessment training effectiveness and healthy assessment culture. Faculty 
participants in other studies, when asked for their perceptions of SLOA efforts and 
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culture, responded that they desired greater access to colleague interaction and 
collaborative resources (Rodgers et al, 2013; Schoepp & Bensen, 2016). Through co-
construction of learning expectations and a meaningful contest of scoring rationale, 
norming participants build consistency into the assessment interpretations of a group. 
How collaboration occurs, and a faculty’s role in facilitating it, represents a final 
mediating factor for consistent, effective SLOA among rubric raters.   
Taylor and Robichaud use the term “coorient” to describe collaboration as a 
sociocultural action: a subject uses another individual to enhance a learning experience or 
better achieve an intended outcome, and contributes to the other’s learning in a similar 
way (Blacker, 2009, p.32).  This conception of collaboration sees activity and learning as 
a more dynamic, co-constructed process than perhaps other theories like apprenticed 
learning: interacting professionals learn by challenging and negotiating with one 
another’s interpretation of the activity object (Edwards, 2005). This suggests proactive 
encouragement for dynamic interaction among participants than in a community of 
practice or other situated learning context.  This aligns well with the epistemological 
underpinnings of the current study’s rubric-norming intervention, which treated the 
participants as co-learners capable of questioning one another rather than learning 
unexamined truths passed down by knowledgeable others.  
 In this study, the base unit of analysis comprised faculty attempting to assess 
student learning outcomes consistently through professional scoring critiques of student 
performance. When an individual faculty member collaborates with another in a 
professional manner, as in the intended research intervention here, the collaborative 
dynamic is itself a phenomenon.  Edwards calls this relational agency and defines it as 
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the capacity to envision a collective goal or objective and work with others toward it 
(2005). She further discusses its importance in activity systems as a driving factor for 
knowledge creation (Edwards, 2005), and constructs the concept to coincide with the idea 
that group membership offers reciprocal support for individuals and collaboration for 
developing collective competence (Paalova, Lipponen, & Hakkarainen, 2004). 
Relational agency operates as a sociocultural and socio-historical factor by 
catalyzing interaction among colleagues, especially when participants bring disparate 
experiences or expertise to shared work (Edwards, 2011). As a result, in an activity 
system, individuals realize their outcome is shared, at least partially, by others in the 
group through interaction. This is partly achieved because, when professionals practice 
building relational agency, they learn how to react resourcefully amid unexpected 
occurrences and ask for help in authentic, productive ways (Edwards 2011).  “Differences 
can be seen as a resource in collaborations” (Wright, 2015, p.631), and resourceful 
practitioners more readily adopt a sense of mutual responsibility and collectively enhance 
the problem-solving capability of the group (Edwards, 2007). A recent study of Finnish 
teachers’ supports the importance of relational agency, as researchers publicized a link 
between teachers’ activity in collegial or professional circles and their perceived efficacy 
toward student learning in the classroom (Pietarinen et al., 2016).   
This dissertation’s intervention purposefully fostered dialogue and interactive 
assessment activities among participants using the common rubric. Facilitator-
encouraged discussion prodded attendees to repeatedly engage their own perspective with 
others’. This is how shared interpretations grow in a rubric-norming setting, and it 
demonstrates how relational agency can be a lever to increase both intra- and inter-rater 
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reliability for faculty rubric-raters: as a catalytic force drawing iterative, critical 
reflections out of practitioners during collaborative work.  Faculty become more 
practiced, knowledgeable, and familiar with the assessment tasks. These qualities make it 
a key driver for studies focused on an action research approach (Wright, 2015).  This 
study aimed to capture relational agency as it happens amid workshop dialogue, to 
identify the role of relational agency in facilitating other intended outcomes of the 
intervention: increased inter-rater reliability, strengthening of faculty perceptions of 
SLOA, and support for a developing culture of assessment. 
To better understand faculty participants’ collaboration in rubric-norming 
workshops, and how it relates to faculty perceptions of SLOA, the author next shifts 
attention to a sociocultural learning framework.  This theoretical lens will help explain 
the complex learning tasks occurring within a rubric-norming assessment workshop and 
locate faculty perceptions and collaboration as specific mediating factors within the 
framework. 
Theoretical Framework: Activity Theory 
Sociocultural principles. Seminal learning concepts conceived, tested, and 
published by Vygotsky and his contemporaries Luria and Leont’ev formed the basis for 
much of the theory that has fueled education research for more than half a century 
(Eliam, 2003). Most important is the groundwork laid by these theorists regarding the 
impact of mediation and social interaction on one’s learning. Predominant psychological 
research at the time largely attributed a person’s learning only to brain elements, a subject 
and the perceived object of learning or action. Vygotsky instead theorized the importance 
of a subject’s interactions with an ‘other’ as an intermediate influence on activity 
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(Shanahan, 2012).  Beyond the human subject and some intended outcome then, a tool or 
artifact involved can uniquely shape action, creating a complex and dynamic system 
(Wertsch, 1995). Vygotsky explained that, in constraining or limiting action, the 
mediating tool “alters the entire flow and structure of mental functions […] by 
determining the structure of a new instrumental act’” (qtd. in Wertsch, 1995, p.63). Thus, 
an intervening factor contributes to meaning-making and learning, through its presence 
and impact on the subject acting toward an intended object (Sannino, Gutierrez, & 
Daniels, 2009). Figure 1 demonstrates this idea. The subject may be an individual or a 
group of people with a common aim, though the object is fluid and capable of changing 
in the minds of individual subjects (Edwards, 2005). 
 
Figure 1. Vygotsky’s Basic Mediation Triangle (from Yamagata-Lynch & Haudenschild, 2009) 
Socio-cultural and -historical influences on activities. Vygotsky’s 
contemporary, Leont’ev, expanded on the idea of mediated action, formalizing a second 
iteration of the activity theory concept (Yamagata-Lynch, 2010).  Leont’ev proposed that 
the mediating factor in activity could be another person, or some socio-historical or 
sociocultural influence on the subject/object exchange (Leont’ev, 1978).  Learning or 
activity then is situated within a constellation of structural, social, and cultural factors 
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such as past experiences, predominant cultural norms, and other constructs (Engeström & 
Sannino, 2010; Leont’ev, 1978).  In more recent decades Engeström has built upon the 
revised Leont’ev model with a now-ubiquitous triangle diagram, which further organizes 
and specifies the mediating elements (Engeström, 2001; Sannino et al., 2009), as shown 
in Figure 2.  The Engeström model incorporates categories of mediation: tools, 
community, division of labor, and rules constitute specific contextual elements of 
learning.  The full diagram is considered an activity system, which serves as the unit of 
analysis for a study based in activity-theoretical framework.  In sum, activity theory 
purports to explain how knowledge/learning is created and manipulated in complex 
educational or professional work settings (Yamagata-Lynch, 2010). 
 
Figure 2. General Activity System Model (from Yamagata-Lynch & Haudenschild, 2009) 
 
Transformation and tensions within activity systems. By capturing the multiple 
rich phenomena that mediate activity and eschewing a rigid ‘subject-to-object’ lens 
(Shanahan, 2012), the activity-theoretical model helps one attain a more authentic 
meaning of someone else’s experience, as subjects themselves understand it (Blackler, 
2009). In this way, the theory has been suggested to have a transformative property, 
helping research subjects isolate, identify, and then overcome barriers in their setting 
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(Edwards, 2009; Sannino et al., 2009). Some activity-theoretical researchers caution that 
research subjects in restrictive or low-level work settings may struggle to transform 
practice even when armed with these insights (Engeström & Hannele, 2007; Sannino et 
al., 2009). At SWU, however, faculty groups participating in cycles of research at SWU 
were sufficiently empowered to build learning expectations and affect change in their 
content area and classrooms. In addition, later iterations of action research may affect 
change on a greater scale by transferring the findings or methods to different settings. 
Yamagata-Lynch and Haudenschild (2009) wrote a study embodying this 
transformative potential while also explaining intra-system tensions as another important 
aspect of activity systems.  When diagrammed and analyzed richly, the components of an 
activity system often reveal tensions or contradictions inherent in the systems they detail 
(Yamagata-Lynch & Haudenschild, 2009).  This manifests in data patterns that show an 
issue or repeated conflict; for instance, a system’s rules or norms may counteract those of 
the various community groups participating in a shared activity.  In the aforementioned 
study, researchers spent time understanding how suburban elementary school teachers 
adopted technology.  Though professional development opportunities existed, adoption of 
the technology often proved unsuccessful because the actions ran counter to pre-existing 
cultures at the schools studied, or because educators had more pressing needs and could 
not focus on the technology adoption (Yamagata-Lynch & Haudenschild, 2009). During 
pilot cycles of research, similar types of conflict were suggested by faculty interactions 
with colleagues and the alignment of faculty goals with the aims of the institution for 
specific assessment initiatives. When a study’s activity system represents inter-
professional collaboration among practitioners, the shared object of activity – the goal or 
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motive – can shift for one or more participants (Edwards, 2005).  This was true of the 
dissertation study and thus may be the cause of system tensions or issues.  Exposing those 
tensions through data collection and analysis helped explain their causes and the 
subsequent effects it has on the hypothesized goal of the activity system, which in this 
case was consistent and effective SLOA by faculty rubric raters in a training 
environment. 
Activity System as Heuristic for Research Context 
The sociocultural principles underpinning activity theory can be summarized as 
follows: mediating factors surround complex, goal-oriented learning; these pieces interact 
and influence the subject and object; tensions among activity-system components can 
explain success or difficulty toward achieving the activity’s aim. Modeling a problem of 
practice with an activity-system framework can then act as a heuristic, arranging complex 
factors so as to classify and explain them. In the study, faculty came to rubric-norming 
workshops attempting to build consistency in their SLOA practice as raters, and the 
activity-system-as-heuristic-device guided the researcher’s understanding of how the 
consistency and collaboration is built.  
Figure 3 shows the elements of the activity system hypothesized in the current 
study.  Faculty members approved to teach a specific course entered norming sessions 
with the goal of enhancing their consistency and effectiveness with SLOA. They were 
part of a community at multiple, ordered levels, within their professional field and inside 
the university.  Their activity toward consistent SLOA was regulated by the tools they 
use, including the norming session protocols and the benchmark assignment and rubric 
materials. Further mediation was exercised on the system by ‘rules’ – by the norms 
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governing professional and instructional practice, in addition to specific rules imposed by 
the assessment tasks at hand. Such rules acted as limitations to shape the actions of 
participants within an anticipated framework. Finally, the actors in the activity system 
were also influenced by the division of labor or roles within the system. Adjunct faculty 
members may have particular perceptions of their role amid full-time faculty or staff, 
while faculty leaders or liaisons impose different tensions or conditions to the system 
when working with general faculty members.  Each of these factors impacted how faculty 
did consistent assessment work together, and the extent to which the intended outcome – 
improved culture of assessment and consistent, effective SLOA – was achieved.  
 
Figure 3. Hypothesized Activity System of Faculty-led SLOA within the Study. 
Sociocultural factors: interconnectedness and blurring out.  In an activity-
theoretical framework, analysis of sociocultural factors that influence subjects’ goal-
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oriented activity must regard those factors as separate but connected entities.  For 
decades, researchers have been guided by this concept to carefully, thoughtfully develop 
a study’s sociocultural analysis (Foot, 2014; Gutierrez & Rogoff, 2003; Rogoff, 1995).  
Individual perspectives on a phenomenon of interest must be explored for their 
sociocultural and sociohistorical roots, in addition to capturing the rich interactions 
among multiple study participants on these different aspects (Hoffman-Kipp, Artiles, & 
Lopez-Torres, 2003; Waitoller & Artiles, 2016). When analyzing multiple effects on an 
activity, the interconnectedness of mediating factors is unavoidable: one’s words are 
likely borrowed and adapted from someone else, and past experiences influence current 
action in unseen ways (Rogoff, 1995).  To avoid compromising the focus of the research, 
sociocultural studies commonly use a concept called ‘blurring out’ to more deeply 
examine related aspects without entirely losing their interconnectedness (Foot, 2014; 
Rogoff, 1995; Yamagata-Lynch, 2010). The study drew from this approach, exploring 
two specific sociocultural factors on consistent rubric-norming by faculty while 
maintaining an appreciative view of these factors’ complex connections to the 
overarching activity system and culture of assessment of the institution.  
Faculty perceptions and collaboration as mediators.  The dissertation research 
focused on the mediation of consistent rubric rating through faculty’s perceptions of 
SLOA and collaborative work in rubric-norming sessions. Faculty perceptions were 
defined previously as comprising personal dispositions toward SLOA, knowledge or 
understanding of SLOA, and perceived institutional support and leadership for SLOA 
endeavors. In the activity system model, these perceptions were predicted to operate as 
norms, influenced by the community and training environment. How faculty understood 
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SLOA would affect their ability to collaborate within a rubric-norming session, and the 
study’s intervention is hypothesized to strengthen these perceptions.  In multiple data-
collection methods including survey responses, the researcher observed and analyzed 
changes to these views as faculty participants moved through the study’s intervention 
phases. 
The observation and analysis of authentic rubric-norming workshops as SLOA 
training served as a second medium for capturing another part of the activity system: how 
faculty participants collaborated with one another in a training environment. This concept 
was supported by extensive education research literature and guided by the term 
relational agency.  Collaboration within the norming training itself was predicted to 
function as a factor within the activity system, a structure that shapes – and is shaped by – 
the interaction of the participants. As the intervention prompted participant discussions, 
those interactions were interpreted using an iterative textual analysis approach.  From this 
process, which is fully explained in the following chapter, resulting themes guided the 
researcher’s understanding of how collaboration is achieved by faculty participants, and 
how it affected consistent rubric-norming among faculty colleagues.   
Summary 
Effective SLOA hinges on sufficient inter-rater reliability, represented by the 
alignment of interpretations by raters using the same scoring instrument. The study’s 
intervention trained faculty to use rubrics more consistently, emphasizing collaboration 
and critical reflection. In doing so, faculty raters co-constructed the assessment 
expectations for their area, norming the collective interpretation of the rubric to fit 
multiple perspectives (Handley et al., 2013; Sadler, 2013).  In turn, this strengthened 
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faculty’s perceptions of SLOA and offered insights toward how the institution’s culture 
of assessment can best be characterized at present and improved in the future.  
In the activity system model of the current study, faculty workshop participants 
represented the activity-theoretical subject. The intervention reinforced a set of tasks or 
operations: applying a common rubric to student work samples, using a standardized 
scoring process, grounding one’s analytic score in textual evidence, and anticipating 
other perspectives for the same scoring decision. During the workshop and after it, their 
objective was to construct a normed interpretation of learning outcomes with colleagues. 
These faculty, along with the organization’s leadership around them, also hoped for an 
eventual, intended outcome of enhancing the culture of assessment within the subject 
area. A theory-based activity system created a schema for examining whether the goal of 
consistency in rubric-norming was achieved, and how it illuminated culture of assessment 
surrounding the study participants through the rubric-norming process. The study also 
aimed to explain faculty perceptions of SLOA, the collaborative nature of rubric-norming 
among faculty training participants, and how these two phenomena impacted the 
achievement of rubric-rating consistency by faculty.  
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODS 
In the following sections, I describe the specific context and participants for the 
study, along with a detailed plan used to conduct the research.  Next I explicate my 
research design and methodology, justifying specific design decisions through their basis 
in my context and theoretical framework. Finally, data collection and data analysis 
methods are presented individually with rationale for their inclusion and alignment to the 
research questions, along with an acknowledgment of study limitations. 
Participants and Setting  
Academic program and course selection. Academic programs within SWU 
provide their instructors with a centrally-designed curriculum and resources to facilitate 
courses. All such facilitation occurs in an online, virtual space, even for the university’s 
physical campus locations that conduct instructional sessions face-to-face in brick-and-
mortar buildings.  This leads to a hybrid course delivery for the roughly 20% of students 
who are not exclusively online, while the majority experience all instructional content 
and course facilitation virtually in the online classroom.   
Inside the virtual space, faculty can change content and activities, but courses 
designated for programmatic assessment data-collection contain some fixed “benchmark 
assignments” and rubrics. These capstone performances, often at the end of a degree 
program, prompt students to demonstrate mastery of one or more program-level student 
learning outcomes through an authentic application of skills or knowledge (Darling-
Hammond et al., 2014). As explained in chapter 2, such tasks are most effectively 
measured using a rubric-type scoring instrument (Banta & Palomba, 2014).  
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Unfortunately, using locked-down instructional measures creates discomfort due to 
unfamiliarity (O’Connell et al., 2016) and requires training to establish fidelity of 
implementation (Rezaei & Lovorn, 2010). In this way, all academic areas of the 
university required training enhancements for faculty teaching benchmark assignment 
courses. At the time of this research study, the Office of Institutional Effectiveness 
assessment team had engaged all university schools and colleges to inform about best 
practices, but university-wide standard practices had not been mandated.  
Though SLOA efforts have been initiated in many of the academic programs, the 
Bachelors of Health Services Administration (BSHA) program, within the College of 
Health Professions (CHP), was chosen purposefully for the study and merits further 
description. BSHA contains an expansive set of courses and several program-sequencing 
options for students. The college’s program-level student learning outcomes are grounded 
in professional competencies, and leaders attempted to standardize these expectations 
through the common scoring instruments mentioned previously.  As a result, BSHA had 
seen an increased number of assignment rubrics, and a growing number of faculty 
members required training to use rubrics for both instruction and grading. Also, because 
the college lacked a pre-existing assessment training structure, the implementation of the 
intervention did not depart drastically from a previous state and filled a clear need.   
Within the BSHA program, study recruitment focused on faculty teaching 
HCS/475, Leadership and Performance Development. In the default program sequence 
followed by about 75% of all program graduates, HCS/475 is the final elective course a 
student takes. It is the penultimate class for the entire program, followed only by a 
capstone seminar before degree completion. As such, students have accrued almost all of 
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their required credit hours at the time of this class and are expected to demonstrate 
mastery of most program-level student learning outcomes through various class 
assignments.  The final week of the course requires students to complete a “summary 
memo” assignment that synthesizes learning activities from previous weeks of the course 
and presents a plan to one’s leadership for review.  This task has practical application and 
professional significance for the nearly graduated students, condensing a more fulsome 
explanation of their work into the type of executive summary that may well be required 
in their workplace. CHP also designated the memo as a ‘benchmark assignment’, which 
means it cannot be altered by individual faculty members and must be accompanied by its 
benchmark-assignment rubric containing nine individual criteria upon which a student’s 
score will be based.  The assignment guidelines, rubric, and a student sample of the 
“summary memo” assignment are included in the appendix. 
Faculty recruitment and final participants. Recruitment for the study extended 
to all active faculty members approved to teach HCS/475; in September 2017 this pool 
amounted to 26 potential participants. Each approved faculty member was an adjunct-
faculty instructor and held some kind of professional position in the health administration 
field outside the university. A few carried supplementary leadership positions among 
faculty peers or full-time administrative positions with SWU, heading campus operations 
or acting as a curricular or student-services expert for the college. These varied ties to the 
program and university organizational structure highlighted the complex network 
supporting teaching and learning within CHP and the BSHA program. That complexity 
hinted at a richness of viewpoints and experiences that faculty would bring to the study.  
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 Due to the relatively small size, all 26 from the approved-faculty pool were 
invited to participate in the study via an email sent to their personal and work email 
addresses on file with the university. Recruitment efforts resulted in ten consented 
participants.  These faculty members encompassed a mix of professional health care 
areas, age levels, and years spent teaching at SWU. Each participant brought more than 
ten years of professional experience to the study, and most had more than 20 years, 
correlating strongly to their age levels. All ten participants completed both phases of the 
intervention, though one of the ten did not complete all final data-collection measures.  In 
Table 1, age, experience, geographic location of each participant is displayed.  
Table 1 








Daniela F 55+ 12 Georgia Mental health counselor 
Erica F 40-55 2 Missouri Pharmacist 
Gretchen F 40-55 10 California Dental Administrator 
Nicole F 55+ 8 Pennsylvani
a 
Consultant (Retired nurse) 
Vanessa F 40-55 10 Illinois Nurse 
Sandra F 55+ 13 Michigan Hospital Administrator 
Ella F 55+ 13 Georgia Consultant (Retired nurse) 
Alex F 40-55 3 Florida Hospital Administrator 
Victoria F 40-55 2 Illinois Nurse 
Nathan M 55+ 12 Texas Hospital Administrator 
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Though the ten represented a spectrum of geographic location, age, and 
experience within the healthcare field, its representativeness was limited in other senses. 
Only one male participant signed on to the study although men made up about half of the 
initial pool.  The faculty who responded to recruitment invitations likely differed non-
randomly when compared to other faculty groups in terms of responsiveness and other 
professional traits, although the current study was not been designed to capture these 
effects.  Responding faculty may have possessed increased familiarity with assessment 
work – or rubric-norming more specifically – or enjoyed established relationships with 
some of the college or campus leaders described above.  The intervention may also have 
affected the volunteering faculty members differently than non-responding faculty. Given 
the study design and other practical limitations, though, the partial non-representativeness 
of the sample was not deemed a substantial threat to the validity of the study.   
Action Plan and Intervention 
Action Plan.  This cycle of action research occurred between August 2017 and 
January 2018. After preparations made in August, recruitment for study volunteers began 
in September with an email from the researcher and later from college staff, who 
normally schedule them for courses. The email included an electronic consent form and 
two Survey Monkey links: one for formal consent to the study and introductory 
information, and a second link to the pre-intervention survey measure. Faculty who 
consented to participate were paid for all data collection and intervention components at a 
rate of $25/hour. Agreed participants, after consenting and responding to the culture-of-
assessment perceptions survey, read a set of four student work samples and scored the 
four samples using the HCS/475 benchmark assignment rubric. Each of these three pieces 
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was conducted using Survey Monkey in accordance with university guidance. The work 
samples were scrubbed of personally identifiable information, rendering the scoring 
exercise ‘blind’ for the faculty raters. The participants also signed up for a live, virtual 
norming workshop which constituted phase one of the intervention.  The elements of this 
phase, as well as phase two of the intervention, are explained in the following section.  
Table 2 
Research Cycle Timetable  
Time Frame Activity 
August to mid-
September 
Finalized study plan with indirect stakeholders and participant 
recruitment details among those approved to teach course 
Late September to 
early October 
Participants responded to pre-survey and scored papers using 
rubric (data collection point #1) 
October Faculty engaged in live training sessions ongoing with 
observed rubric discussions (phase 1 of intervention; data 
collection point #2) 
Late October Participants scored another set of papers using the benchmark 
assignment rubric and recorded scores (data collection point 
#3) 
November Faculty participated in asynchronous exchanges on rubric-
scoring topics related to SLOA over coure of one month (phase 
2 of intervention; data collection point #4) 
Late November Faculty participants took post-intervention survey and scored 
more papers with rubric (data collection point #5) 
December Share-out of results and preliminary summary with faculty via 
conference call/presentation expected to occur; shared with 
indirect stakeholders after (data collection points #6)  
 
  Upon completion of all phase-one norming sessions by mid-October, all 
participants scored a different set of four work samples. Then the asynchronous second 
phase of the intervention opened, using the online, proprietary SWUConnect networking 
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site. Over the course of a three-week period, faculty were asked to spend at least one hour 
total time scoring and discussing work samples with the benchmark-assignment rubric, as 
well as engaging in wider-ranging conversations with colleagues through topics created 
in the SWUConnect site and a companion Digital Faculty Community site hosted by the 
college. This second intervention phase was followed by scoring a third set of four 
student papers and a second administration of the pre-experiment survey.  During 
December, as data analysis spurred initial findings, I conducted a round of member-
checking interviews with volunteers from the participants group, to confirm some 
emerging themes and phenomena observed.  This layout is detailed in Table 2, and the 
relevant recruitment and consent materials are attached in the appendices. 
 Multi-phase Norming Intervention. The study’s intervention was a rubric 
norming workshop for faculty participants, a literature-based form of rater training 
described in the preceding chapter. When norming, participants trained to evaluate 
student work more reliably using common rubrics.  This goal was achieved through direct 
instruction of standardized SLOA processes with a rubric, practical application of the 
scoring instrument to student artifacts, purposeful interaction with colleagues discussing 
scores and decision-making, and critical reflection for leveraging norming insights for 
future scoring tasks. The norming intervention was conducted in two virtual, sequential 
phases: first a live virtual session conducted via Skype for Business, and then extended-
duration access to an on-demand, proprietary networking group site called SWUConnect. 
Phase one – live sessions. During the initial data-collection period following 
recruitment, participants chose to attend one of four live sessions.  The maximum number 
of participants for any single session could accept was seven, and no session was 
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expected to run with fewer than three participants. The researcher reinforced fidelity of 
the intervention’s live workshops by following a structured format and leading each live 
session himself.  Individual sessions still varied in terms of emerging discussion topics or 
duration of specific workshop activities, but there was sufficient uniformity to ensure all 
common elements were carried out.  Each session lasted approximately 120 minutes in 
addition to participants’ preparation work beforehand.  Specifically, participants were 
paid to do one hour of work prior to norming, which was spent reviewing the rubric, 
independently scoring four work samples, and jotting down related rationale.  The live 
norming sessions for faculty comprised the following components: 
- Orientation to the rubric, benchmark assignment (average duration: 30 minutes) 
- Standardized scoring process for analytic rubric (average duration: 15 minutes) 
- Discussion of rater bias and other scoring issues (average duration: 15 minutes) 
- Review and discussion of scoring rationale among colleagues with pre-scored 
work (average duration: 60 minutes) 
- Practice scoring with the rubric and further discussion of rationale (additional 
prepared activity if time allowed; expected duration: 30 minutes) 
These elements represented a mix of direct-instruction topics and collaborative 
work. In particular, discussion of rubric performance descriptors often led to dialogue 
around confusing language and substantive focus on what learning meant for each 
participant. Through the conversation that evolved, faculty had an opportunity to 
advocate for re-alignment of rubric criteria to assignment task details.  They also 
suggested changes to the rubric performance indicators. This was an explicit example of 
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the co-constructed interpretive activity at the heart of norming, and it allowed faculty to 
directly improve curriculum and teaching for SWU students.  Learning occurred 
repeatedly, and in more deliberate ways, when the training moved to scoring rationale. As 
faculty defended a scoring decision among their colleagues, the discovery of others’ 
thought process led to understanding oneself – and one’s expert decision-making – as 
part of the larger faculty base. Inherent in all of this work was a constant, critical 
reflection on how to more accurately and consistently measure student learning with 
one’s own students. In addition to the “summary memo” benchmark assignment, scoring 
rubric, and student work sample used in the live intervention, the appendix contains a 
protocol of prompts used by the researcher when facilitating workshop discussions. The 
protocol applied specifically to the instrument-focused training. For the purposes of the 
current research study, some suggested prompts have been included, but routine training 
exercises rarely allowed for divergence from the framework.  The questions were 
designed to spur practical and reflective conversation around the assessment task in 
question, which promised a more authentic rendering of faculty perceptions of SLOA and 
support for SLOA, as well as evidence of relational agency through collaborative work. 
Phase two – asynchronous exchange. In the second, asynchronous phase of the 
intervention, the format adapted the constructive feedback and dynamic interaction of the 
live sessions to an on-demand format.  The online group site opened at the conclusion of 
the last live session and remained open for approximately four weeks. Within that time, 
faculty were invited to join the group via email and paid for at least one hour of specific, 
active usage of the site.  Using instructions posted on the virtual page, participants were 
asked to read and score two more papers, recording their score and rationale through a 
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‘polling’ feature of the site and the associated comments sections. After contributing their 
own thoughts and work, the faculty were asked to spend additional time reading others’ 
perspectives and engaging one another in asynchronous chats by responding to comments 
or posts.  When another’s assessment score and rationale are explained in writing, the 
next group member could respond and critically reflect on colleagues’ thought process.  
This repeated as the entire cohort engaged individually, developing the collective 
knowledge base. Overall, the two-phase intervention approach was targeted, methodical, 
and iterative. The goal was to make each participant a more confident individual scorer 
while deepening the group’s understanding of SLOA and raising collective competence 
with assessment tasks. The design for the research study is shown below in Figure 4, and 
is further explained in the Research Design section to follow. 
Previous pilot results. In earlier assessment cycles, the assessment team piloted 
virtual trainings in both live and asynchronous formats, and used different leader/trainer 
models to deliver the content. No single training mode proved best, however, and 
constant adjustments were made in response to new wrinkles as they arose.  
Subsequently, results were uneven but generally pointed to the potential for increasing 
reliability coefficients when faculty scored student work using common rubrics.  
Anecdotal evidence also found many university faculty strongly receptive to the training 
and interactions with colleagues, citing a lack of opportunities for connecting with fellow 
SWU educators. Finally, previous training pilots captivated the curiosity of the 
researcher, when observing how faculty used accrued expertise in the subject area to 
socially construct assessment rating norms. Their professional field experiences, it was 
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theorized, could provide wide-ranging and authentic insight for how learning skills 
should be viewed, if applicable to real-world settings. 
Research Design and Methodology 
To answer its research questions, the study explored the complexities of SLOA 
and, more specifically, the nuances of why a rubric-norming intervention did or did not 
achieve its aims. The problem of practice was framed with an activity-theoretical lens. 
Faculty participants’ collective attempt to engage in consistent, effective SLOA was 
situated heuristically among a constellation of mediating factors, regarded in sum as an 
activity system.  Faculty actions and behaviors while norming to the rubric, and how they 
collaborated to co-construct learning expectations, was the base unit of analysis for the 
study.  
Research methodology was guided by the activity-systems and sociocultural 
analysis principles described in Chapter 2, focusing on how the rubric-norming training 
intervention transformed faculty members’ ability to consistently and effectively measure 
student learning outcomes with benchmark assignment rubrics. These changes were 
observed through the faculty participants in the study in multiple avenues. Faculty 
perceptions of SLOA, including content knowledge, personal attitudes toward SLOA, 
and perceived support/leadership, informed one’s beliefs about assessment work and may 
subsequently have impacted a faculty member’s assessment-related actions.  The 
collaborative nature of interactions among faculty during training exercises elicited 
another layer of sociocultural factors, further affecting rubric-rating consistency among 
study participants.  The interaction of these factors also played a role in faculty 
participants’ ability to apply learned training experiences toward more consistent,  
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effective SLOA.  It was hypothesized that, by examining both sociocultural factors – 
perceptions and collaboration – with a mixed-methods approach, the study could show 
some correlation between the norming workshops and improved perceptions of SLOA 
among faculty, or the inter-rater reliability of their rubric scores.  
Action research methodology. More broadly, exploration of how faculty 
collaborated for SLOA also pointed toward bright spots to share with other programs and 
colleges at the institution to transform assessment, teaching, and learning. In this lay the 
true promise of the study.  Mertler (2014) notes that collaborative elements in an action 
research study can not only improve local educational practice but may also spur larger-
scale, systemic school improvements.  Real change in practice, growing from the 
intervention and insights gained from its observation, is an important tie to the study’s 
action research roots.  
In other ways too, the study was grounded in an action research approach. 
Starting in 2014 I began addressing my problem of practice through critical reflection 
with colleagues and trial-and-error cycles. I did so without recognizing them as essential 
components of action research (Plano-Clark & Cresswell, 2015).  The explicit 
participation of faculty was essential to my action-oriented approach. SLOA cannot be 
understood fully without faculty perspective, nor can interventions or potential solutions 
be ventured without connecting to faculty work in classrooms. By enjoining them as 
participants in the study, along with the theoretical framework discussed, the faculty and 
researcher were ideally situated to navigate and create knowledge from the “dialectical 
relationship between theory and practice” (Zuber-Skerritt, 1992, p.11). Following in this 
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vein, the study’s research questions evolved as a joint consideration of factors affecting 
faculty work and institutional needs for SLOA improvement. 
Purposeful faculty involvement also combatted the influence of 
regulatory/professional standards or top-down mandates from our own university leaders. 
Taking others’ imposed expectations or understanding of SLOA would have amounted to 
a contrived, post-positivist sense of SLOA’s importance for our institution.  Instead, by 
putting faculty at the center, the study welcomed faculty leadership for analyzing data 
and for suggesting future assessment direction.  Faculty thus determined the relative 
importance of consistency in the collection and analysis of SLOA data and the extent to 
which their interpretations of a rubric meshed with those determined by other faculty 
groups at the university. In this way, as Crotty (1998) points out, faculty crafted meaning 
using already-produced content and then adding their own perspective as well. 
Mixed methods case-study design. I employed a case study design for my 
research, using a single group and a pre-/post-treatment approach. This design 
specification, stemming from sampling decisions explained earlier as well as practical 
limitations within my workplace, clearly limited the inferences possible from subsequent 
data analysis.  However, the set-up also offered some practical benefits that made the 
research more feasible to conduct and its findings potentially more useful to the study 
participants.  The dean of assessment from the college of health professions originally 
sought assistance with data collection for programmatic accreditation requirements. 
When the study was introduced to her, she saw value in its use for compliance reporting 
as well as an innovative method of exploring faculty engagement.  Thus, a mutually 
beneficial arrangement was struck, and her partnership guaranteed a committed 
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participant base willing to gather data and learn from its findings.  Additionally, the 
college staff assisted with recruitment efforts and may have increased participation 
among the faculty sub-group chosen. 
Integrating to the two methods. Another quirk of the research design informing its 
methodology was a nested strand of qualitative research within the largely quantitative 
pre-/post-experiment design. Mixed methods studies have consistently provided 
education researchers with fertile ground for assessment-specific inquiries in recent years 
(Guetterman & Mitchell, 2016; Rodgers et al., 2013). Furthermore, sociocultural expert 
Barbara Rogoff has stated her preference for mixed methods approaches when studying 
sociocultural phenomena in educational contexts (Glӑveanu, 2011). In her estimation, the 
richness of a research study’s context should not be scrubbed away, but the quantitative 
methods can add to the qualitative for more profound insights (Glӑveanu, 2011). 
Following this idea, this study used a concurrent methodology, converging the 
quantitative and qualitative data during the analysis phase of the study. Such an approach 
allowed the researcher to follow up on the trends in survey responses – whether specific 
items were high or low, comparatively – and slightly adjust the lens by which the 
qualitative data were analyzed.  Similarly, emergent themes from the textual analysis of 
norming discussions powerfully explained some of the statistical analysis of inter-rater 
reliability found in faculty assessment scoring.  In these ways, an integration of strands in 
the analysis phase of the study helped converge upon deeper understanding of the 
problem of practice, especially in answering research question #1 in the following 
chapter. Put another way, the study design allowed the description developed from the 
qualitative data to refine and expand on the general findings of the quantitative data 
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(Creswell, 2015; Greene, 2013).  As a final benefit, this approach empowered both 
strands to maximize their discovery power individually.  The quantitative data assessed 
the effectiveness of the intervention while the qualitative data gathered explained 
participant perspective and negotiation of the experience.  In this way, complementarity 
offered a way to give more fulsome attention to each research question through the 
various data-collection methods. 
Data Collection and Analysis Procedures  
Quantitative data. The overview of data collection timeline and methods shown 
in Table 2 merits further explanation. The use of mixed methods in this action research 
project resulted in both quantitative and qualitative methods being collected to create 
complementary strengths (Greene, 2013). Quantitative research methods allowed the 
study to benefit from standardized data collection where participants were measured in 
similar ways (Cresswell, 2015).  Similar measurements increased the likelihood of 
fidelity in data collection from all participants. Also the use of multiple quantitative data-
collection methods ensured a more comprehensive evaluation of the intervention’s 
effectiveness.   
SLOA perceptions survey. Faculty completed a pre- and post-intervention survey 
to gauge their perceptions of SLOA. The instrument, which is displayed in the 
appendices below, was adapted from other researchers’ recent work around faculty 
attitudes toward assessment. Each administration of the survey instrument required less 
than ten minutes for completion by a faculty participant. The survey’s psychometric 
properties were extensively tested and documented in two articles (Guetterman & 
Mitchell, 2016; Jonson, Thompson, Guetterman & Mitchell, 2016). The survey went 
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through multiple pilot phases and analysis, resulting in 31 items across three general sub-
constructs: knowledge about assessment, personal dispositions toward assessment, and 
perceptions of institutional support for faculty assessment work (Guetterman & Mitchell, 
2016).  As explained above, these faculty perceptions toward SLOA constitute a fairly 
comprehensive view of a school’s culture of assessment; in this context they helped 
explain the impact of faculty perceptions of assessment on the norming work undertaken 
by the participants in the study. With permission from the survey’s authors, the 
instrument was adapted slightly to address the study’s specific faculty population.  
Analysis of these data was conducted using SPSS, with descriptive statistics 
offering simple details about individual survey item results among faculty participants.  
More comprehensively, paired-sample t-tests were calculated to analyze changes related 
to perceptions of SLOA and institutional SLOA efforts. Gains or other effects found 
when comparing the pre-intervention instance to perceptions at the conclusion of the 
experiment pointed to intervention benefits.  These statistics further illuminated how the 
assessment-related professional development of study participants was affected by the 
collaborative work prompted in the norming sessions and how their understanding of 
SLOA at SWU had been altered during their experiences.  
Rubric scoring data. Faculty participants were asked to independently score four 
student work samples with the rubric before the norming workshops, and after each of the 
two intervention phases as well.  Using previous cycles as a guideline, it was determined 
that one can thoughtfully read and score four HCS/475 “Summary Memo” assignments in 
an hour. Thus, the researcher anticipated each data-collection activity with rubric-scoring 
would require one hour of paid participation from the faculty involved in the study.  The 
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amassed scoring data from faculty before and after the training sessions was statistically 
analyzed for rating consistency using a statistical procedure in SPSS.  
The reliability test statistic measures the consistency among scorers using a given 
instrument. Rather than insisting on absolute agreement for each rubric-rating by all 
scorers, a norming exercise pushes toward consensus and reliability. Thus, rather than 
quantifying instances of exact agreement, a correlation coefficient is the most appropriate 
measurement of consistency (Norman, 2010; Stemler, 2004).  Use of correlation 
coefficients is common in education research to measure reliability of rubric use for 
assessment purposes (Bresciani et al., 2009; Jonsson & Svingby, 2007; Turbow & 
Evener, 2015).  Because the present study employs more than two raters, though, the 
specific statistic used was an intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC), mathematically 
equivalent to a weighted version of Cohen’s kappa, (Fleiss & Cohen, 1973; Hallgren, 
2013).  The statistic produces a coefficient ranging from -1 to 1; the more like-minded the 
raters are in their judgment of student performance, the higher the coefficient will be, 
while with 3 or more raters, all negative values indicate the absence of any scoring 
consistency. This type of quantitative analysis helped determine the effectiveness of 
norming workshops and paired with survey data to examine how prevailing faculty 
attitudes toward SLOA were both confirmed and challenged by scoring data analysis.  
Qualitative data. Research on raters or scoring tasks, especially those in an 
educational setting, point to the need for additional qualitative components when 
studying rater agreement and training effects (Weigle, 1999).  This is because, as some 
authors have noted, inter-rater reliability or agreement statistics present dangerously little 
information about true impact of trainings, especially through the lens of a participant 
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(Wang, 2010; Weigle, 1999).  The researcher employed a set of qualitative data 
collection methods to address that issue, complementing the survey instrument explained 
previously. The qualitative component of the study’s methodology principally captured 
the authentic, intervention-based discussions generated by faculty participants, in both 
formats of the norming workshop conducted. Further, those interpersonal exchanges were 
thematically analyzed to inform the study’s operational understanding of collaboration as 
relational agency, and how that phenomenon interacted with faculty’s perceptions of 
SLOA.  All discussions were recorded at the time of training, then transcribed manually 
and prepared for textual analysis. During the second, asynchronous phase of the 
intervention, specific places on the networking site were identified as substantive ground 
for data collection.  These were anticipated to be the comments section of the rubric-
criteria polls for each work sample, as well as the discussion board topics created by the 
faculty participants. In these cases, all text entered was copied into separate electronic 
documents and prepared for textual analysis as well. 
Coding concepts. Once prepared, all gathered qualitative data underwent two 
iterations of thematic analysis, an interpretive method of rendering the qualitative text 
into thematic elements using a specified and often structured process (Braun & Clarke, 
2006; Plano Clark & Cresswell, 2015). First, the text was coded using a constant-
comparative, iterative approach for open, axial, and selective coding (Charmaz, 2005; 
Cresswell, 2015).  The resulting thematic elements were then analyzed with a 
comparative technique that compared the codes to some of the core sub-constructs by 
which the study was framed.  Referred to as directed content analysis or other labels, this 
more deductive method compared the selective codes to a pre-arranged set of coding 
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categories based on the theoretical framework or concepts (Goodnough, 2016; Hsieh & 
Shannon, 2005; Strand et al., 2015). Many researchers studying learning/assessment from 
an activity-theoretical perspective employ this method to cohere interpreted themes from 
analyzed text, but they label analyses as ‘grounded’ or may not even acknowledge their 
deductive orientation (Junor Clarke & Fournillier, 2012; Li & Barnard, 2011; Rodgers et 
al., 2013; Yamagata-Lynch & Haudenschild, 2009; Yamagata-Lynch, 2010).  By 
proactively defining it as such, this study benefits from its stated principles and 
procedural steps. In two different iterations, the researcher created a coding schema based 
on the approach, to address two different conceptual pieces tied to the study’s research 
questions.  
The first exploration of the text concentrated on characteristics of relational 
agency, drawing from sociocultural principles in the activity-theoretical framework 
previously discussed. Gade (2015) utilized an inductive analytical approach to qualitative 
data gathered in a lengthy partnership with elementary school teachers in Sweden.  Her 
study centered on productive classroom relationships among students and the 
collaboration between researcher and classroom teachers in action-research scenarios. 
The resulting articles from the researcher and those building upon her work characterize 
relational agency as comprising the following elements:  
- A student’s stated identification of someone else’s motivation or perspective. 
- A student’s identification of a shared objective between two or more students. 
- Expression of one’s own intrapersonal change as a result of interacting with 
another’s perspective. (Gade, 2015; Wright, 2015) 
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This study hypothesized the same elements may be present in dialogue around 
assessment work from faculty in the training intervention.  Principles of relational agency 
thus created a deductive mapping to frame the open-coding process. As new thematic 
elements developed from the textual analysis, the a priori traits of relational agency 
guided the imagining of relationships and patterns among the various codes and code 
families (Strand et al., 2015).  
The second coding process mimicked the analytic approach described above but 
substituted traits of relational agency for specific elements of activity systems plus the 
three sub-constructs of assessment culture as defined by the Guetterman & Mitchell 
(2016) survey instrument. This brand of textual analysis, grounded in activity theory 
principles and modeled in the work of many current education researchers, can be 
referred to as “activity systems analysis” (Goodnough, 2016; Yamagata-Lynch, 2010; 
Yamagata-Lynch & Haudenschild, 2009).  During norming discussions and posted 
asynchronous exchanges among colleagues, faculty members discussed SLOA 
collaboration, referring to various sociocultural influences on their joint SLOA work. 
They also expressed their perceptions of assessment-related topics in these channels.  A 
thematic analysis using inductive coding allowed the authentic meaning of the 
participants to surface, as faculty offered their opinion of assessment as practiced at 
SWU.  Then a second, deductive technique was applied to the coded data as the thematic 
components of the participants’ responses were arranged alongside the activity system 
heuristic developed earlier. This aligned the emerging code-groups to the theoretical 
framework, garnering insights as to how faculty perceive various aspects of the 
hypothesized activity system and how faculty perceptions influenced collaborative SLOA 
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and rubric interpretations among the faculty participants.  Using these sociocultural 
principles and the perceptions-based culture of assessment definition explained in the 
previous chapter, this analysis provided a tailored lens into some aspects of the 
institution’s culture of assessment as well. 
Potential Significance and Threats to Validity 
From conception and proposal, this research study offered an avenue of inquiry to 
the stated problem of practice but also faced specific limitations and potential threats to 
validity. First, the hope and scale of future studies must be reconciled with the limited 
reach of the experiment conducted. The researcher chose a single-subject case study 
experiment as a way to offer the most immediate assistance to the BSHA program and 
the study’s participants, giving insight to their culture of assessment and the specific 
nature of collaboration among HCS/475 faculty norming groups. Its design and sample 
size was also limited by feasibility; the researcher could only be of help to the college by 
executing a simple, short study.  By employing a single-group case study design, 
however, the study could not reveal true causal claims for the norming intervention, and 
it also fell short of Kezar’s (2013) suggestion that researchers move away from case 
studies and further SLOA research using more comparative-group studies. As another 
shortcoming of the study design and sample size, it was known that inferences to a 
greater population of faculty were lost. Greater caution overall was exercised in 
interpreting and summarizing the results of the experiment. Promising findings and other 
methodological components of the study may well transfer to other settings; future 
readers of the work may be inclined to interpret any worthwhile findings as “naturalistic 
generalizations” (Stake & Trumbull, 1982). In this way, using a lens similar to social 
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constructionism, an audience might be open to contextual authenticity found in the 
research.  
Table 3 
Research questions and data collection/analysis alignment 
Research Question Data Collection Method Data Analysis Method 
To what extent does rubric-
rater training improve inter-
rater reliability among 
faculty scoring a student 
performance assessment in a 
health administration 
course? 
Faculty participants score sets 
of  work samples using the 
benchmark-assignment rubric 
prior to, during, and following 
the intervention 
Statistical analysis (ICC) of 
rubric scores for measure of 
consistency among scorers 
and growth throughout 
intervention 
To what extent does rubric-
rater training strengthen 
faculty perceptions of student 
learning outcomes 
assessment? 
“Assessment attitudes and 
knowledge” survey – probing 
faculty perceptions of SLOA 
–conducted pre-/post-
intervention 
Descriptive statistics for 
individual survey items and 
scales of items; t-tests to 
compare pre- and post-
intervention growth 
How do faculty collaborate 
with one another when 
assessing student benchmark 
assignment work in a health 
administration course? 
Observed discussions and 
discussion posts (during both 
phases of the intervention):  
about scoring rubric, scoring 




Directed content analysis 
approach to coding and 
thematic analysis for 
discussions and message 
board exchanges to blend 
open coding and relational 
agency characteristics 
How do faculty collaboration 
and perceptions of 
assessment mediate their 
consistent assessment of 
student learning outcomes? 
Directed content analysis 
approach to coding and 
thematic analysis for 
discussions and message 
board exchanges to blend 
open coding and activity 
systems analysis 
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The study also faced an instrumentation threat brought about by a rater-training 
intervention that did not use anchor papers or exemplars to guide faculty participants’ 
judgment of student work.  It was known at the outset, then, being without anchor papers 
would severely hinder inter-rater reliability among the rater group, and demonstrating 
positive training effects with ICCs would be even more difficult. Regardless, the decision 
was made because the set-up more closely aligned to current faculty practice.  
Additionally, it promoted a social constructionist approach by compelling faculty to 
further take ownership of processes for norming student learning expectations.  
Confirmation bias posed a threat to the research as well.  The partnering college 
(CHP) and the BSHA program, along with the researcher, had a vested interest in finding 
evidence of strong faculty perceptions of SLOA and culture of assessment within the 
study’s participant pool. Positive results would indicate a solid return on investment for 
the institution and promising avenues for future research.  Because the qualitative 
component of the study’s methods relied on interpretive analysis, a danger existed that 
the researcher may have unduly tainted the lens with which he viewed the data. To deter 
such threats, the data analysis phase of the study included processes to enhance 
trustworthiness. This author planned to conduct the qualitative data analysis using a 
second coder, each of the pair independently coding samples of the transcribed workshop 
conversations and comparing results after each iterative stage of coding to check for 
reliability. Using multiple raters improves trustworthiness of the process, but it also 
would have required extra people to commit an inordinate amount of time to coding 
observation data.  Because a dual-coder structure could not be guaranteed, other 
safeguards were pursued.  Following the data analysis and interpretation, findings were 
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subjected to member-checking, with multiple readouts and discussions for faculty 
participants, and opportunities to share with college staff indirectly too. This offered yet 
another safeguard against unintended bias threatening the validity of the study (Herr & 
Anderson, 2015).  Finally, the complementarity of multiple data-collection and data-
analysis methods gave a further validation and protection and check against bias.  Mertler 
(2014) calls this “polyangulation”, referring to the validating power of mixed methods 
and multiple measure for supporting a claim.  The comparison of quantitative and 
qualitative results in the analysis phase of the study strengthened the overall research.  It 
also ensured each of the research questions received comprehensive methodological 
coverage. To this end, Table 3 summarized the data collection and analysis information 
from the chapter, and demonstrated the intentional alignment of methods with the study’s 
research questions.  
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CHAPTER 4 
FINDINGS 
At SWU, the faculty measure attainment of student learning outcomes using a 
common rubric, scoring student performance in the classroom on specific ‘benchmark’ 
assignments.  The research study introduced a rubric-norming intervention to faculty 
participants, intending to increase inter-rater reliability in their use of the HCS/475 
benchmark rubric through interaction with colleagues, practice scoring with the rubric, 
and critical reflection on the process.  The training also purported to strengthen elements 
of the institution’s culture of assessment, especially faculty understanding of assessment 
and perceived institutional leadership for assessment. These things, the researcher 
assumed, make collaborative, effective SLOA possible. The chapter explores how faculty 
participants engaged in SLOA amid complex sociocultural factors, with findings framed 
by four specific research questions posed first in Chapter 1: 
1) To what extent does rubric-rater training improve inter-rater reliability among 
faculty scoring student performance assessments in a health administration 
course?  
2) To what extent does rubric-rater training strengthen faculty perceptions of 
student learning outcomes assessment?  
3) How do faculty collaborate with one another when assessing student 
performance in a health administration course? 
4) How do faculty collaboration and perceptions of assessment mediate their 
consistent assessment of student learning outcomes? 
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Research Question 1: Rubric Norming and Inter-rater Reliability 
The core hypothesis generating the study was that rubric norming could increase 
the consistency with which a set of faculty colleagues used a specific ‘benchmark 
assignment rubric’ to assess student learning outcomes in the classroom.  To test these 
ideas within the sample population of this study, the research analyzed the independently-
scored ratings of student work samples by faculty from before and after the study. 
Statistical tests for significant levels of inter-rater reliability were sought.  Overall, low 
levels of inter-rater reliability existed among faculty scoring with the rubric. Thematic 
analysis of norming discussions also yielded insights that artifacts of their SLOA work 
and individual scoring decisions impacted the consistency of faculty rubric-rating and 
offers ideas as to why the norming intervention did not affect inter-rater reliability as 
hypothesized.   
Finding 1: Low inter-rater reliability correlated to issues within the 
benchmark assignment and its rubric criteria.  The dimensions of the benchmark 
assignment rubric span nine performance tasks in which students demonstrate learning 
outcomes attained throughout the course and their entire program. Faculty then rate 
students’ work based on the proficiency in each area: introducing a problem and solution, 
analyzing the solution and its implementation, analysis of three different aspects of 
leadership within the problem and solution, conclusion of the memo and discussion of 
next steps, overall writing quality, and apt use of citations according to APA standards.   
Before the study began, all ten faculty participants rated four student work 
samples using the nine-dimension rubric.  All participant ratings are then analyzed for 
inter-rater reliability, or the extent to which all raters agree on how a given student 
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performance should be scored. Here, the data represent the consistency with which the 
faculty interpret student attainment of learning outcomes on the HCS/475 benchmark 
assignment rubric. Table 4 displays a summary of rater consistency for each line of the 
benchmark assignment rubric, summarized with intra-class correlation coefficients and 
corresponding significance test statistics. 
Table 4 











F-ratio df1 df2 
Problem and Solution 
- Introduction 
.386* .090 .910 7.275 3 27 
Analyze Solution .359* .075 .902 6.612 3 27 
Analyze Solution 
Implementation 
.449* .131 .927 9.136 3 27 
Analyze Leadership 
Style 
.431* .119 .923 8.568 3 27 
Analyze Leader's Role 
in Conflict 
.470* .146 .932 9.859 3 27 
Leader's Role in 
Effective Workgroups 
.346* .068 .898 6.301 3 27 
Key Points and Next 
Steps - Conclusion 
.451* .133 .928 9.225 3 27 
Writing Components .341* .065 .896 6.174 3 27 
Citations .254* .020 .859 4.404 3 27 
*p < .05; n = 10 
The measure of consistency used here, called an intra-class correlation coefficient, 
is presented in the first column of Table 4, along with the lower and upper bounds of the 
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confidence interval for the reliability estimate. The final three columns, the F-ratio and 
degrees of freedom, are the parameters of for the significance testing of the reliability 
statistic. Based on these data, the rubric criterion “Analyze Leader’s Role in Conflict” 
garnered the highest ICC at .470, and the final rubric criterion “Citations” yielding scores 
with the lowest overall reliability with an ICC of .254.  Each ICC was significant at the p 
< .05 level, but the resulting estimates of reliability could be interpreted as having 
consistency ranging from “poor” to “fair” based on commonly accepted guidelines to 
categorize ICC reliability estimates (Hallgren, 2012). 
Table 5 











F-ratio df1 df2 
Problem and Solution - 
Introduction 
.429* .112 .920 8.243 3 27 
Analyze Solution .209* .000 .835 3.649 3 27 
Analyze Solution 
Implementation 
.473* .138 .934 9.085 3 24 
Analyze Leadership 
Style 
.490* .160 .937 10.592 3 27 
Analyze Leader's Role 
in Conflict 
.380* .087 .909 7.127 3 27 
Leader's Role in 
Effective Workgroups 
.328* .058 .891 5.89 3 27 
Key Points and Next 
Steps - Conclusion 
-.009 -.081 .541 0.91 3 27 
Writing Components .203* -.013 .835 3.30 3 24 
Citations .610* .263 .959 16.66 3 27 
*p < .05; n = 10 
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In this final round of independent scoring by faculty participants, the ten faculty 
participants rated another set of four work samples using the rubric and a new set of ICC 
reliability statistics was calculated. As shown in Table 5, ICCs stemming from the post-
intervention scoring round generally hovered in the ‘poor’ and ‘fair’ categories again.  
Each of these ICCs was statistically significant at the p < .05 level except for “Key Points 
and Next Steps – Conclusion”, which had the lowest reliability statistic at -.009. It was 
also the only negative ICC calculated in the set.  At the other end of the spectrum, the 
criterion with the greatest inter-rater reliability was “Citations”.  Its ICC in the post-
intervention scoring round was .610, although this same rubric dimension had the lowest 
reliability rubric criterion based on ratings in the pre-intervention scoring round.  
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Examining each pair of ICCs side-by-side shows a clearer picture of the pattern 
derived from pre-intervention scoring to post-intervention scoring. In Figure 5, each of 
the nine dimensions of the benchmark assignment rubric are represented by a pair of 
lines, representing the difference in consistency among the pre-intervention and post-
intervention scoring rounds.  Note that Tables 4 and 5 provide the confidence intervals 
for each coefficient. The study’s first research question hypothesized that consistency 
would increase on rubric dimensions as a result of the norming intervention.  However, 
only three of the nine ICC statistics grew in the post-intervention independent scoring 
round and none of these differences proved significant.  
Rubric language enabling greater scoring consistency. The final rubric 
dimension, “Citations”, assesses students’ use of source material following proper APA 
format. On this dimension, rater consistency increased in the post-intervention scoring 
round, improving from .25 to .61. The change moved the estimate from a categorization 
of ‘poor’ to that of ‘good’ reliability, according to Hallgren (2012). It was the largest 
change for any of the rubric criteria, and the final estimate of .61 was the highest single 
ICC calculated during the study’s independent scoring rounds. To determine whether the 
improvement was statistically significant, Fisher’s z’ transformation was used to change 
the coefficients to z-values (Thorndike, 2011). Then a z-test calculated a critical value, 
but this was found to be statistically insignificant, z = 1.95, p > .05.  Because no other 
part of the rubric showed substantial increases in inter-rater reliability corresponding to 
participants’ exposure to the norming interventions, additional tests for statistical 
significance were not needed.  
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The “Citations” line of the rubric merits further mention. Why did ratings of 
student work became more consistent there than the other eight dimensions? This 
criterion carried the simplest, most quantifiable language differences, with raters were 
told to base scoring decisions on number of citations a student used and whether they 
were used correctly.  Research on observer bias has shown that parsing more quantifiable 
rubric language is easier for consensus-building (Hoyt & Kerns, 1999). This likely 
affected inter-rater reliability for scoring judgments about student use of citations in the 
current study, as evidenced by participants’ discussions about the criterion. For example, 
in one live session after hearing her colleagues, Daniela admitted she didn’t apply the 
rubric well previously.  She and her colleagues seemed to quickly agree on the proper 
score: 
Daniela: “[A]fter looking at it, she did cite, she did give citations. But the thing 
about – I was looking at, basically, is that the format wasn’t set properly.  
Sandra: Yeah, that format wasn’t right. 
Victoria: Correct – right. 
Daniela: I could have given her a 2, but I, I, I was wrong for that one.  I was 
definitely, uh, definitely wrong on that one… [laughs] 
Victoria: [interjecting] Oh yeah, me too! 
One may infer that faculty raters could more easily recall how their norming group had 
interpreted the “Citations” rubric criterion, applying that information more reliably to 
subsequent independent scoring rounds.  Easier application of shared expectations led to 
greater inter-rater reliability as compared to other lines with more complex performance 
descriptors.  
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Rubric language hindering greater scoring consistency. Most other lines of the 
rubric had structural or language issues that inhibited raters from developing more 
consistent scoring interpretations during the norming sessions.  As shown in Figure 5, the 
first six lines of the rubric had ICCs ranging from .21 to .49 in the pre- and post-
intervention scoring rounds. Examination of the rubric, which can be found in Appendix 
E, shows these lines share a similar structure. To attain a mark of ‘exceeds expectations’, 
the rating scale stipulates a student’s performance must have “provided a unique” 
element, distinguishing it from a performance that only ‘meets expectations’.  Parsing the 
word ‘unique’ – and determining its appropriateness for helping assess student learning – 
was a topic of much concern to participants.   
One participant, Sandra, summarized her group’s struggle to develop a shared 
understanding of what constitutes ‘unique’: “When I think about it, it’s very important to 
be able to establish some criteria in terms of what it means to ‘exceed expectations’ 
because I certainly didn’t see that in any of the papers.”  Victoria, a nurse from Illinois, 
admitted, “I mean, I could see, easily, how someone would score it a 3 as well.  I do. 
[laughter] You know what I mean? This is not unique – because everyone might think, 
you know, ‘What is unique?’ You know?”  Another nurse, Erica, candidly explained,  
“I will be very honest with you.  If they did, if they analyzed it, and I 
thought they were a 3, nine times out of ten, I would probably mark them 
a 4. [laughter]  I mean, honestly – if I can’t – you know, if you take off 
any points, you need to explain it.  And so, but it’s hard to explain.  Ok, so 
your perspective wasn’t unique: ok. You know?”   
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Participants in all live sessions mimicked these sentiments, and each norming workshop 
featured scoring-rationale discussions around “unique” when faculty members parsed the 
first six lines of the rubric.  The issue is representative of the general unevenness in inter-
rater reliability among faculty scorers. Even after lengthy discussions in the norming 
sessions, differences interpreting confusing rubric language persisted, and participants 
could not achieve greater scoring consistency on those parts of the rubric. 
Structure of rubric language impacting scoring inconsistency.  In addition to 
specific verbiage used to distinguish levels of student performance, the way those 
performance descriptors were structured within the rubric impacted scoring consistency 
among faculty raters. Sandra, a hospital administrator from Michigan, felt the rubric 
restricted her ability to give fitting scores to students: “I don’t think it lends itself to, 
kinda, having the necessary flexibility that we need to have sometimes in terms of 
evaluating a student.”  Further on in the same session, she said further, “there’s just 
students, I mean, I, I’m measuring them inappropriately, […] but I think that the criteria 
that are used in how they describe those categories, um, kind of encourages me to do 
that.” In the second quote, Sandra shifts to expressing that the rubric lacked clarity in 
some of its performance indicators.  Thus, following the rubric too closely made certain 
scores inaccurate and less informative for students who needed constructive feedback.  
Another hospital administrator, Nathan, had a similar thought in another session, as he 
attempted to explain his choice of a score-point in rating one student’s paper:  
So, that’s the main thing is I, um, it doesn’t, to me, it doesn’t always seem crystal 
clear, um, and […] sometimes it just kinda falls – or maybe it says 3 and they did 
one [referring to a necessary element of the assignment] – it kinda falls between, 
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um, the ‘doesn’t meet’ and ‘approaches’, or falls between ‘meets’ and 
‘approaches’.  
Later, he summed up his hang-up with the scoring process thusly, “[W]hen you’re trying 
to move from one to the next, you know, that in-between it gets really fuzzy.”  A third 
participant, a nurse named Vanessa, echoed the sentiment of Nathan and Sandra when 
she said, 
And, um, I can kinda see where there’s some gray areas, too, where, um, some of 
these line-items in the guidelines don’t quite meet up with the rubric.  The rubric 
is more, um, it’s generalized.  It’s um, it, there are some specifics in it, but I think 
if you’re going specifically with each line-item with, you know, “summarize the 
problem and solution”, um, specifically, in each category of “does not meet 
expectations”,  “approaches expectations” – um, hard to kinda pinpoint and put a, 
a number on that of how you would assign a value.  
In each example, faculty participants admit to a lack of clarity in the performance-
descriptor language. Thus, the rubric is one artifact constraining inter-rater reliability 
within the study’s hypothesized activity system.  Even as the faculty members voiced 
their scores and discussed rationale during norming sessions, differences among them for 
interpreting individual terms in the rubric led to a seemingly intractable amount of 
inconsistency. 
Issues with clarity in benchmark assignment structure.  The assignment itself 
also played a role in rating subjectivity. The design of the “Summary Memo” assignment 
for week 5 of the HCS/475 course allows students to apply job-focused learning 
outcomes to a realistic work problem. As a business memo, however, it only asks 
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students for 350-700 words. Whether students could credibly demonstrate all rubric 
criteria remained a concern in participants’ minds.  Sandra the hospital administrator 
asked,  
“[S]o, and, it’s only supposed to be 350 [words] – really, how can we in some 
ways even conclude or, uh, that they have met expectations?  When they only 
have 350 – they only have 350 words – and we want them to be real clear and 
succinct with it.  And it’s really, it’s, it’s, subjective.”   
In another session, a retired nurse from Georgia named Ella echoed this idea, questioning 
whether the assignment allowed students sufficient room to exceed expectations: “[I]f 
they stay within that word count, actually that’s just a good 3 or 4 paragraphs, even if it’s 
that much.  So, you know, so, I don’t know if that’s providing that unique perspective or 
depth of the topic.”  Later, she continued when discussing a companion resource 
available to students that instructs how to craft concise business memos.  “And in doing 
so, they might not really express themselves totally, or, you know, provide enough 
information.  Because they’re trying to stick to that word limit when they go to that 
resource.”  Here the assignment and its parameters for a student’s written expression 
represent a constraining artifact within the activity system.  As faculty use its guidelines 
to coach students through their performance and assess it, they shape how the assignment 
is interpreted by their class.   
Likewise, the assignment description frames the type of work presented to faculty 
by students, and this impacts how faculty understand the learning outcomes they intend to 
assess.  In this case, faculty participants raised concerns that conciseness was 
counterproductive for students’ ability to fully demonstrate all nine of the rubric criteria. 
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From a sociocultural lens, the tools provided the faculty – the rubric, the assignment 
structure, and the necessary curricular content – run counter to the intended consistency 
of rubric scoring within the faculty members’ activity system.  The qualitative evidence 
of these issues supports the low levels of statistical inter-rater reliability computed from 
faculty scoring data. 
Finding 2: Effect of individualized rubric-scoring decisions on inter-rater 
reliability.  Norming interactions also revealed many individualized approaches to 
scoring among faculty participants, highlighting the role unique strategies play in rubric-
rating as a form of SLOA. Commonly, participant comments focused on the subjectivity 
of the rubric-rating task, calling into question whether scoring consistency among faculty 
was an appropriate goal. Victoria, a nurse from Illinois, found consistent rubric scoring to 
be a noble but extremely difficult aim: “I agree with you that, you know, that’s important 
that we are trying […] – I don’t know how – but, I agree there’s definitely a subjective 
component there, because what I might think there’s appropriate might be a little bit 
different than what someone else does.”  Nathan the hospital administrator expressed a 
similar opinion, reflecting on the norming sessions, “It is also interesting to see the 
variability. This is apparent in classes often as instructors have different requirements. I 
think it is only natural though to have variability.”  Gretchen, an administrator at a 
California-based dental practice, was asked to describe the level of consistency among 
her faculty colleagues using the benchmark rubric. In response, she put it this way:  
I believe there is unfortunately very little constancy [sic] because the way the 
rubric is designed and also the interpretation of the rubric can be skewed and the 
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same paper will receive a wide variation of scores depending on how 
the instructor utilizes the rubric.” 
Though use of common rubrics was intended to remove subjectivity from SLOA scoring, 
most study participants admitted to employing an individual scoring approach during 
assessment. These strategies helped faculty members make SLOA meaningful for their 
students, especially in the face of confusing grading policies and problematic curricular 
tools.  
Table 6  




95% CI – 
Upper Bound 
95% CI – 
Lower Bound 
Work Sample 1 .724* .51 .91 
Work Sample 2 .187* .04 .53 
Work Sample 3 .106* -.08 .42 
Work Sample 4 .180* .03 .52 
Pre-Intervention ICC Average .299   
Work Sample 11 .386* .16 .75 
Work Sample 12 .244* .07 .63 
Work Sample 13 .150* .02 .49 
Work Sample 14 .370* .16 .71 
Post-Intervention ICC Average .288   
* p < .05. 
Statistical evidence of holistic rubric scoring. Most norming sessions treated the 
rubric criteria as being linked to one another with overlapping elements. Several rubric 
lines shared language or terminology, and participants explained scoring decisions by 
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referencing earlier judgments and similar thought processes on other criteria.  For this 
reason, the researcher sought to corroborate inter-rater reliability statistics displayed 
earlier by also treating the estimate as a mean set of nine judgments over four papers, 
grouped by pre-intervention and post-intervention scoring round. The statistical evidence, 
found in Table 6, mirrors the unevenness found by the earlier criterion-specific ICCs, 
with roughly similar levels of consistency found both before and after the intervention. 
For each work sample, Table 6 shows the reliability coefficient and a confidence 
interval for that estimate, which represent the consistency among all the ratings for 
faculty participants, averaged across all nine rubric dimensions of a particular scoring 
sample or set.  As before, each individual reliability estimate showed raters coming to 
‘poor’ or ‘fair’ levels of consistency among them. However, a comparison of these 
numbers also revealed the volatility in the reliability estimates.  The very first work 
sample scored by faculty, when they had been least influenced by participation in the 
study, produced the most consistent set of ratings across the entire rubric at 0.724. None 
of the other 13 papers rated during the study evoked such a reliable set of scores, and this 
score substantially altered the mean coefficient for the first batch of papers scored by 
participants. The first work sample did not differ substantially from other student 
performances in writing quality, essay structure, or any other trait. Because of this, the 
high inter-rater reliability that scores on this sample garnered were treated simply as 
randomness in the dataset or the result of an unknown, uncontrolled variable.  
The first batch of papers overall yielded an average ICC of .299.  The average of 
estimates across work samples stayed roughly the same, however, dropping to .288 on the 
final batch scored after norming was complete. Some scholars note that keeping inter-
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rater reliability at one level over time is itself a difficult task for rater groups (Weigle, 
1998), but the impact of the intervention was hypothesized to increase these statistical 
measures.  As such, the norming sessions apparently failed in their aim to develop shared 
learning expectations and scoring interpretations of faculty raters who participated.  
Qualitative data suggested that participants may have become more confident in their 
own scoring judgments over the course of the training, due in part to their reliance on 
individual approaches to rubric-scoring.  
Participant explanations for holistic scoring approaches. In norming sessions, 
participants often admitted to using non-standard strategies to use the rubric meaningfully 
with their students.  Individual faculty raters explained many different approaches to 
scoring student work in the classroom during norming discussions. One oft-cited strategy 
involved a holistic interpretation of rubric elements, due to their similarity in wording and 
flow, and the perception on the part of faculty that at least some rubric dimensions 
overlapped in content.  As one participant, Erica a pharmacist from Missouri, put it, “In 
general, I think we kind of grade, period, on writing as one big clump anyways, you 
know?  Um, so, sometimes something else might win or lose over the other….”  Indeed, 
some of her colleagues agreed when discussing their own scoring methods.  The retired 
nurse/consultant, Ella, said, “I kinda just look at the student’s overall work, you know, as 
we’re going along, um, on this,” while in another session, another faculty member named 
Alex explained, “that one, I would probably stick with a 3 because they kinda have the 
whole general nature of it.”  Combining the rubric elements together represented yet 
another way that the subjects of this research study attempted to make sense of a difficult, 
complex task. 
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Even within single lines of the rubric, many faculty touted idiosyncratic scoring 
decisions.  Some raters, like Victoria, the nurse from Illinois, attempted to credit students 
who gave good effort or were otherwise in need of a boost, by rounding ‘up’ when 
scoring: “But they did a great job and really tried, and so I give them that, sort of, leeway 
when interpreting what they were meaning….”  Vanessa, another nurse from Illinois, 
expressed the same line of thinking as she parsed a troublesome passage in one work 
sample and tried to award the student for elements not fully realized: “I mean, I get that 
sentence, but at least they had a bit, I think some good points as far leadership, you know, 
goes? Um, so I’d probably give them a 3, just to give them the benefit of the doubt and 
not drag that one down.” 
Later on, when pressed to explain another score, Vanessa again reverted to this 
argument, saying, “It’s like, when you’re right in between, I always want to go higher, 
just for the student’s sake, you know? Just to kinda give ‘em the benefit of the doubt?  So 
I’m definitely between a 2 and a 3.” This coding theme was prevalent in all norming 
sessions, especially when scorers faced a decision in between two score points. Of one 
tricky scoring choice, Gretchen explained, “Ok, I thought it was not quite as low as a 2, 
but I kinda, I rounded up instead of rounding down.  But, ideally, I would like the 
opportunity for a 2.5, but since there isn’t, then, um, we would just have to round down to 
a 2.”  Taken together, the numerous individualized approaches undermined the sense that 
all program faculty share one grading policy or scoring process.  Within the hypothesized 
activity-theoretical lens of the study, the varied strategies interacted with the difficult-to-
grasp artifacts to give the impression that faculty cannot obtain higher inter-rater 
reliability, or do not value scoring consistency.  Instead, the study offered a more 
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nuanced understanding of the scenario in which faculty members attempted to norm 
effectively but were hindered by key sociocultural elements. 
Finding 3: Participants’ individual scoring rationale stems from a perceived 
lack of clarity or leadership for adjudicating scoring issues. For SLOA to positively 
impact teaching and learning, especially using tools like common rubrics or grading 
processes, communication and leadership is needed to standardize assessment practices 
and ensure quality. Faculty participants in this study felt this guidance was lacking at 
SWU, and as a result, consistent rubric-norming among faculty scorers was less likely. 
One example where centralized leadership lacked was rubric design. As explained 
previously, several lines of the rubric asked raters to identify “depth” or something 
“unique” about a student performance to elevate a score from ‘meets’ to ‘exceeds’. 
Varying the structure of the rubric’s criteria, or using more precise language within the 
descriptors, may have created wider sharing of rubric-score interpretations among 
participants. Other assessment issues begged for leadership as well. 
Scoring vs. grading. At SWU, benchmark assignments rubrics fulfill dual 
purposes, calculating a classroom grade for the assignment while also measuring student 
attainment of key skills.  Thus, official curriculum guidelines encourage faculty to score 
student work analytically with the rubric, and only credit students for score levels that 
they had fully met. Then the online classroom tool automatically computes a total score 
for the course grade based on rubric inputs. Faculty can override the auto-calculated score 
to award students more points toward the course outcomes. Unfortunately, this entire 
scoring process has been poorly communicated to faculty and, as a result, most study 
participants reported their reluctance to adhere strictly to the prescribed procedure.  
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For some, decisions to not override rubric scores for a student’s course grade 
stemmed from a general discomfort in changing anything. During one session, the nurse 
Victoria flatly stated, “I was just gonna say, I, uh, I guess I see, I see… I don’t ever 
change it, personally. [laughs] I just, I give them what I give them and, and I don’t ever 
change it, the score.”  However, the laugh seemed nervous, and the multiple stammering 
revealed a hesitance as to whether her approach was right. Taking off on this same point 
in another session, another nurse who recently retired, Nicole, was asked if overriding a 
score was appropriate.  She insisted that the student had to earn points solely by 
demonstrating the learning outcomes, not receiving some form of extra credit: “I don’t 
like the sounds of that. No, I would want them to meet it.  The only way I would adjust 
the grade is if it’s late. Otherwise I take the grade it calculates.” Her colleague, Gretchen 
quickly agreed, “Yeah, I don’t feel comfortable doing it.” She then explained that she 
also did not change grades manually out of fear that students would not understand and 
respond negatively: 
And then not only that; um, I think the students would be a little bit upset, um, 
about that because they’re not, they’re not gonna fully understand, like, “Ok, how 
is this the score, but this is the grade?” And I think you would run into, like, 
maybe people disputing a grade or, you know, issues with that. “[….] So I don’t 
really like that idea, either.”   
All norming sessions evoked similar comments. Erica, a pharmacist in Missouri, echoed 
this as she remarked about communicating grade changes to students, “It’s just so hard to 
explain”.  At another time, Sandra said to her colleagues, “if we have a student who 
really puts their heart and soul into the assignment and worked very hard, and you say, to 
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‘em, you know, ‘This is how I assessed you, but that’s really all that I expected’ – I think 
it kind of takes the wind out of their sails.” These comments carried a connotation of 
being ‘unauthorized’ – as in, the faculty did not feel empowered to exercise the change in 
score.  And with so little guidance from their leadership, the risk of causing a hard-to-
explain stir among students outweighed the desire to change the score. 
When to override an auto-score. At the same time, participants acknowledged that 
current auto-scoring for grades did not always suffice.  As one faculty anonymously 
posted to the asynchronous site, the norming discussions and training “explained a lot 
about why when I grade an assignment the score sometimes ends up significantly 
different.”  Daniela, the mental health counselor from Georgia, admitted to changing 
scores when student effort merited a higher score: “Sometimes I would override that, and 
would give them the, uh, ‘exceeds expectations’ because they, they have DONE their 
best, and they have exceeded and they have went above and beyond.”  In fact, the major 
complaint in this area of discussions arose as faculty talked of student who completed all 
aspects of the assignment but only received 75% of the points for having ‘met’ the 
various rubric criteria.  In one session, Ella, the retired nurse from Georgia, broached the 
topic by saying, “One thing about the rubric that I have a problem with is that, if they 
meet expectations on everything, they still don’t get full points for that assignment.  So I, 
I have a problem with that.  They have to exceed expectations to get, you know, the max 
points.”  In another instance, Alex similarly remarked, “it’s kind of difficult to ascertain 
as to whether somebody is going to ‘meet expectations’, and in my opinion, they did very 
well and had an 87.5, but yet the rubric is saying that ‘meeting expectations’ is a 75%.  
See what I’m saying?”  Even colleagues who reported discomfort at changing grades 
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agreed that students not being credited sufficiently for meeting expectations was wrong 
and should be fixed.  In the study’s sociocultural framework, these mismatched 
expectations for grading and assessment created conflict for faculty.  Without leadership 
to determine an official way forward, faculty were left to determine the best course of 
action individually. 
 “Nothing is black and white”. With several debates over scoring decisions, 
along with an unclear assessment tool and the natural variety of faculty members’ scoring 
interpretations, many participants expected university or college leaders to exert a 
stronger hand in guiding SLOA work or adjudicating scoring controversies. Without this 
direction, faculty defaulted to previous methods of assessment and held little value in 
rating work consistently with colleagues. Responding to the norming discussions and the 
apparent lack of consistency among their scoring interpretations in a follow-up email to 
the researcher, Daniela advised, “Clarifying your expectations for the assignment is an 
important first step toward creating an effective grading system, one which accurately 
reflects differences in student performance, lays out clear criteria so that students can 
gauge their own progress and, most importantly, is efficient, consistent and fair.”  
Victoria made a similar note in an email response by stating, “It is easier to have 
consistency on the black/white points such as APA formatting, grammar, etc. It is much 
harder to have consistency with the interpretation of descriptive outcomes.”  These 
comments summarized well the breadth of factors impacting faculty raters’ consistency 
in using the rubric for SLOA.  Finally, Erica the pharmacist crystallized these sentiments 
when she stated the following as one norming session wrapped up:  
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I can’t really blame anything for the faculty, unless things that are, like, black-
and-white.  And I guess, in my experiences with this university, nothing is black-
and-white. Like, even as specific as some of the areas are of this rubric, we can 
give them all 4’s all up-and-down and then give them a 5 on the assignment, if we 
want, you know what I mean?  So, it’s still, like, there’s still room for your 
interpretation or your adjustment, I guess…. 
Participant comments like these helped the researcher identify specific causes for the lack 
of statistical consistency in faculty rubric scoring. The resources used in SLOA scoring – 
the rubric, the analytic scoring process, classroom grading policies – were unfamiliar or 
unclear in many places. Worse, the faculty perceive little leadership in clarifying the 
resulting issues, and in deciding on the ‘right’ way to complete the assessment tasks.  
Thus, when left to score student work independently, faculty resorted to ‘home-grown’ 
approaches most comfortable to them. 
Research Question 2: Faculty Perceptions of SLOA 
The second research question challenged the hypothesis that rubric-norming 
sessions for faculty raters would strengthen their perceptions of SLOA. These perceptions 
were captured in the dynamic person-to-person interactions of the norming intervention 
phases as well as a survey instrument delivered to participants before and after the study 
took place.  The survey was adapted from other authors who, in multiple peer-reviewed 
articles, previously established its reliability and validity (Guetterman & Mitchell, 2016; 
Jonson et al., 2016).  As described in chapter 2, the survey authors define culture of 
assessment as chiefly comprising three domains of faculty perceptions for SLOA: 
knowledge of assessment and its uses, personal disposition towards assessment, and 
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perceptions of institutional leadership for assessment and use of assessment data 
(Guetterman & Mitchell, 2016).  Gauging these perceptions and how they shifted as a 
result of the intervention offers a lens into the nature of our institution’s culture of 
assessment.  The data show that faculty perceptions indeed strengthened in specific areas, 
but survey responses and in-session comments also point to other aspects of the 
institution’s culture of assess where opportunities for growth remain. 
Finding 1: Participation in the study correlated to some increases in faculty 
perceptions of assessment.  Results of the mixed-methods study indicate faculty 
participants gained greater understanding of the ways in which SLOA impacts SWU, and 
how faculty members can apply SLOA findings to their own classroom.  The first 
example of this is found upon examining changes in survey scale means among 
respondents, the results of which are displayed in Table 7. The table displays the t-test 
statistics for each pair of pre- and post-survey scale means, one pair for each of the 
survey’s three major sub-constructs for faculty perceptions of culture of assessment.  
Respondents’ scale score on the first sub-construct of the survey, knowledge of 
assessment and its use, grew on the post-study instance of the survey.  On a five-point 
scale where higher scores indicated more positive sentiment or agreement, the average 
score in this area before the study began was 3.56 (SD = .78) and improved to 4.29 (SD = 
.69) after the intervention.  A paired samples t-test found the overall change of 0.73 to be 
statistically significant, t = 2.65, p = .03.  This finding suggests that exposure to 
colleagues and assessment content during the norming sessions, or simply the awareness 
of assessment initiatives within the university, correlated to higher mean responses on the 
corresponding survey construct.  
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The third construct of the survey focused on perceived institutional 
encouragement of assessment work.  It too brought raw-score gains from pre-study to 
post-study instances, as shown in Table 7, resulting in a post-survey mean scale score of 
3.56 (SD = 1.08).  This is the lowest mean score of the three constructs and carried the 
largest standard deviation, hinting that further improvement can be sought to improve the 
institution’s culture of assessment and normalize its impact on faculty.  
Table 7 

















.69 .73 .03* 
Personal Disposition toward 







.52 -.13 .51 
Institutional Encouragement of 







1.08 .37 .21 
Note. n= 10 pre-test, 9-post-test; Five-point scale; higher number equals more positive/greater agreement; 
*p <.05. 
Of the seven items scaled within the assessment-knowledge-and-use construct, 
three individual survey items saw substantial increases to mean score when comparing 
pre-survey to post-survey responses, though only one was statistically.  These results are 
displayed in Table 8.  Only one item mean difference, regarding faculty knowledge of 
methods for outcomes assessment, was statistically significant.  Growth in this item could 
result from faculty learning more about how assessment is carried out at universities 
during the course of the research study’s intervention.  The other two survey items 
pertain to collection and use of assessment data for strengthening courses and curriculum.  
Gains in these items indicate a positive learning experience for faculty by participating in 
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the study, each potentially improving her depth and breadth of assessment knowledge 
during norming interactions. 
Table 8 
Survey Response Differences, by Item, from Pre- to Post-Intervention Survey 








How knowledgeable are you about the 
methods of outcomes assessment? 











To what extent have you incorporated the 
following into your work?  
“Systematically collect information 
about the effectiveness of their teaching 
beyond end-of-term course evaluations” 
















To what extent have you incorporated the 
following into your work? 
“Use assessment findings to inform 
changes made to their courses”   














To what extent are faculty members at 
the University encouraged to collaborate 
with colleagues on improving teaching 
and learning?  









Note. n= 10 pre-test, 9-post-test; Five-point scale; higher number equals more positive/greater agreement; 
*p <.05. 
Within personal dispositions toward assessment, the construct’s 11 survey items 
only garnered one significant mean difference among participants’ responses.  This item, 
regarding faculty collaboration with colleagues, had a significantly higher mean score on 
the post-survey difference and is displayed in Table 8.  Statistical improvement in this 
specific area points to a correlation with faculty’s experience in the research study 
interacting with colleagues and developing a shared sense of student learning outcomes.  
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This supports the evidence and findings in research question #1, based on the idea that 
faculty perceived a lack of leadership for SLOA at the university.  The lone significant 
gain in this area related to collaboration among faculty for assessment goals, which was 
very much a focus of the research study.  This survey item does not include leadership or 
other institutional support, however. 
Participant explanations of assessment perceptions. Faculty comments during 
norming sessions support these assertions, as analysis revealed several straight-forward 
comments wherein participants explained feeling more confident in various aspects of 
SLOA.  Reflecting on progress in an open-box portion of the post-survey, one participant 
wrote, “I have learned a lot about myself as well as assessment. I find my assessment 
skills have improved.”  This comment was mimicked multiple times over by others. 
During norming discussions, too, participants recognized some improvement came as a 
result of eschewing individual biases in scoring interpretations.  For instance Sandra said, 
“[N]ow, I’ve now come to terms with the fact that probably, when I’m grading these 
types of assignments – and I’m really glad you’re doing this – because we do need 
training.” Another participant, Daniela, described a similar sentiment, reveling that she 
and her colleagues were “not grading a student on personal level and on a level of the 
student strength and weakness.” As will be shown in greater detail through data 
answering research question #3, working with colleagues and the norming session 
content afforded faculty participants the opportunity to trade experiences about teaching 
and assessing, and to transform their own practice through these interactions.  
Finding 2: Faculty believe assessment is essential to effective student 
learning, and this recognition persisted throughout the study.  The third survey 
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construct, personal dispositions toward assessment, probed survey respondents’ attitudes 
toward SLOA and its importance on their classroom instruction.  Before the study began, 
participants’ mean score for the construct, was the highest of the three areas and was 
accompanied by the smallest standard deviation, m = 4.14, SD = .46.  In the post-study 
survey, the construct mean decreased slightly and was surpassed by the assessment-
knowledge scale, but its standard deviation remained smallest among the constructs.   
Table 9 









Please describe how you feel about the 
following statements regarding student 
assessment at your institution:  
The effectiveness of teaching is enhanced 














Indicate the extent to which you agree 
with the following statements:  
Outcomes assessment would pave the way 


















In your opinion how useful is assessment 
of student learning to…  
















Note. n= 10 pre-test, 9-post-test; Five-point scale; higher number equals more positive/greater agreement; 
*p < .05. 
This construct consisted of 15 individual survey items, all of which focus on the 
effectiveness of assessment to (a) support faculty-led instruction of student learning, and 
(b) to improve academic programs.  Examining those within-construct items with the 
highest mean scores shows specifically the value that faculty participants had for 
assessment before the study began.  The construct’s three highest individual item means 
on the post-survey are displayed in Table 9, along with their pre-test means and a test of 
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significance.  No results are statistically significant.  Each item shows a slight increase or 
decrease in mean, but each is nearly at the top of the five-point scale for the survey, with 
five indicating most positive sentiment or agreement.  The results further suggest the 
study only solidified these specific perceptions of assessment and provided additional 
aspects or information to enrich the faculty participants’ understanding of SLOA. 
 Exposure to norming and to colleagues’ impressions helped strengthen 
individually held convictions about assessment for faculty.  Collaboration often resulted 
in faculty making statements like this from Alex, the administrator from Florida, at the 
end of one live session: “No, this was a good experience, and I enjoyed it. I enjoyed 
hearing from other people that have taught this class too, and, getting your perspectives 
on everything.”  Similarly, Nicole noted amid a different live norming, “It’s a good 
discussion; I’m really finding it helpful.  And it’s making me look at my biases.”   In 
reflection on a session just finished, Victoria from Illinois remarked, “I think it is a great 
thing to be able to bounce perspectives off of other academic instructors.”  Indeed, 
participants’ enrichment through hearing colleagues’ perspectives was one of the purest 
and most repeated coding themes found in the qualitative data of the study.  This supports 
earlier statements about the benefits of the norming study for faculty, and echoes recent 
literature reporting that collaborative rater training is particularly adept at improving 
scoring confidence and intra-rater reliability (Kogan et al, 2015; O’Connell et al., 2016). 
In the study’s activity-theoretical lens, positive experiences developing the normed 
learning expectations helps solidify the collective goal of consistent, effective SLOA by 
faculty participants. 
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Research Question 3: Faculty Collaboration for Assessment 
The study’s third research question sought to describe the collaboration among 
faculty participants toward a shared learning expectation during the two-phased rubric-
norming intervention.  The following characteristics of Edwards’s (2005) relational 
agency construct were used to anchor the analysis of norming discussions, SWConnect 
online interactions, and other communication with the researcher: 
- A student’s stated identification of someone else’s motivation or perspective. 
- A student’s identification of a shared objective between two or more students. 
- Expression of one’s own intrapersonal change as a result of interacting with 
another’s perspective. (Gade, 2015) 
In the end, the review process garnered some key takeaways about faculty collaboration 
toward consistent SLOA.   
Finding 1: Frequent, inclusive agreement leads faculty participants to other 
methods of identifying shared goals and experiences. Small steps toward collaboration 
occurred in rubric-norming when, after trading views and considering others’ 
perspectives, faculty participants voiced agreement with one another. Most assessment-
related assertions by faculty were met with approval by at least one other participant. 
Frequently, these were simple assents or “mm-hmms”, and they coalesced toward an 
informed, shared learning expectation among faculty participants. When a colleague 
bravely opined about the merits of participating in the study at the start of one session, 
Victoria, the nurse from Illinois validated the comment, “I agree with you that, you know, 
that it’s important that we are trying.”  This basic agreement early on helped pave the 
way for a productive session.  In another instance, another nurse named Alex addressed a 
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colleague with, “Um, yeah, Nathan, I’m pretty much on the same page with you on that”, 
and Daniela affirmed a colleague in SWConnect by noting, “Reading your post, I must 
agree.” Over the course of all sessions, these agreements primed participants’ ability to 
accept other perspectives for new angles or aspects to the issue at hand while acting as 
repetitive identifiers of shared viewpoints in the relational agency framework described 
above. Within the norming sessions, these instances proved important building blocks to 
greater collaboration. 
Agreement through laughter. Another form of agreement or shared perspective 
came through laughter in the live norming sessions, often when irksome student 
behaviors were recalled. In the following exchange, two participants commiserated over 
bad grammar in student work: 
Alex: “And I’m a stickler for those. So, I have to –“ 
Nathan: “Me too [laughs]” 
Alex: [laughs] “it’s really hard to get through some of these papers, you know?!” 
In another case, Erica the pharmacist wished aloud – and laughed – that she’d appreciate 
hearing from even more colleagues, to get their perspective and support as well: “I have 
not spoken with any more [faculty] […] but, listening to you, like I said, it would have 
been interesting, because my students act like I grade harder than any professor that’s 
ever walked through the door of life. [both laugh].”  As stand-alone excerpts, laughter by 
faculty members during SLOA work could be seen as callous or flippant; and it may have 
looked even more inappropriate when others joined in on the joke. In context, however, 
participants often laughed when earnestly discussing messy or ridiculous aspects of their 
jobs as faculty, as if to signal a shared experience with colleagues.  Other participants 
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responded with more laughter, validating their faculty colleagues’ perspective and 
agreeing with the sentiment.  This fueled norming discussions, driving participants 
toward shared objectives and rubric-scoring consistency. 
Agreement using shared experiences. A third mechanism for agreement occurred 
when the faculty referenced common work experience in rubric-norming discussions. As 
she and her colleagues parsed a student’s essay to decide whether to credit for analysis, 
Victoria remarked to a colleague: “So, the analyze, between you and I, and then Vanessa 
– you’ve been a nurse for a while, so we’ve all been in positions where we are required to 
analyze down to the ‘n-th degree’.” In another session, Ella, who began consulting after 
retiring from nursing, similarly affirmed her colleague with, “And I’m like you, Nicole, 
so maybe that’s the nurse in us.”  Recalling these experiences signaled a shared value or 
interpretation, which Edwards (2011) and Gade (2015) identify as another core 
characteristic of relational agency. In other words, when faculty participants discovered 
common work experiences with their colleagues, they became more apt at developing a 
set of shared learning expectations for students, and normed their rubric-scoring 
interpretations more consistently with others.  Thus, using simple agreement, laughter, 
and shared work experience, the study’s faculty participants worked toward productive 
collaboration.  
Finding 2: Differences of opinion lead faculty participants to reflect and 
change their own practice.  Relational agency manifested repeatedly in instances when 
faculty participants reflected on their own change of mind or perspective as a result of 
interacting with colleagues in the norming sessions.  Often, participants discussed raising 
or dropping a criterion score based on the explanation they heard from colleagues. 
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Victoria stated to another faculty member, “You bring up a good point. I mean, I could 
see, easily, how someone would score it a 3 as well.”  After hearing colleagues explain 
their lower score of a student in a different session, another nurse from Illinois, Vanessa, 
said the following:  
I was being very generous to these students! Yeah, no, seeing or hearing, like you 
said or Victoria said too, going column to column, and, they did talk about – ok, 
yeah, they’re gonna talk about, you know, the issue and blah blah blah – but 
you’re right:  they didn’t say specifically, “And this what this paper will talk 
about.  This is what we’re going to solve”, or whatever.” So it wasn’t really a 
good connection between the two paragraphs, moving into the “problem and 
solution”.  So I definitely would not have given them a 4 after, like, hearing 
Victoria and Nathan talk. 
In the same session, Vanessa and her colleagues exhibited this dynamic multiple times, 
arriving and new or deeper understanding of rubric criteria or other scoring decisions 
after recognizing a colleague’s viewpoint.  After learning why a colleague had given a 
lower mark than her on another rubric criterion, Vanessa said in response, “You know, 
Victoria, I didn’t even pick that up! …um, so I can see definitely where, you know, that 
would play into backing it down.”  Later in the study, on the SWConnect site, the same 
two colleagues – who also happened to be nurses from Illinois – interacted again when 
Vanessa said, “Thanks Victoria, I have never throught [sic] about using the 1-2-3, A-B-C 
model. Excellent point - I will try that the next time I teach a class with the benchmark 
assignment.”  This realization of another’s perspective is a key characteristic of relational 
agency (Gade, 2015). It also exemplifies the type of critical reflection that can make 
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rubric norming exercises – or other collaborative exercises – so powerful and potentially 
transformative (Holmes & Oakleaf, 2013).  Though norming sessions did not increase 
inter-rater reliability among the participants, evidence of critical reflection and 
transformation of practice suggest collaboration generates other positive phenomena of 
rubric norming for faculty participants working toward consistent SLOA with colleagues. 
Recognition of personal bias. In a more introspective turn, participants also 
talked about how the scoring rationale of colleagues revealed their own biases. One 
participant, Nicole, remarked during a session to her colleague, “Actually Ella, you’re 
making me rethink some things, so I’m enjoying this. Maybe I am too hard!”  Later, in a 
follow-up email to the researcher, the retired nurse reflected:  
I left the meeting feeling biased and very stubborn [b]ecause of one issue I was 
very hard on the students.  This was based on my role in staffing and education 
and the impact of turnover on outcomes.  I apologize to the group for not being as 
open minded and fair as I should have been. 
In another session Daniela realized she had given credit for performance not really 
supported by facts. The mental health professional from Georgia explained, “[B]y 
listening to what they’re saying, you know, [the student] did not address, now, the reason 
why I gave it a 4? But I could back it up to a ‘met expectations’. Because, um, enough 
information is not there.”  These remarks point to the impact that collaboration and 
critical reflection have on one’s own scoring process.  This again links to a key 
characteristic of relational agency and reiterates a literature-based theme essential to 
rubric norming. When faculty are provided an opportunity to critically reflect on practice, 
the collaborative effects of assessment rater training are strengthened (Kogan et al., 2015; 
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Jonsson & Svingby, 2007).  Because these elements also make up several key pillars of 
assessment culture (Guetterman & Mitchell, 2016), the camaraderie of norming exercises 
may also be considered as creating a healthier overall culture of assessment.  
During the asynchronous portions of the norming, there were fewer explicit 
statements of agreement.  Rather, in the scoring and the close mirroring of comments and 
rationale after scoring student performance in the group webpage, the fruits of relational 
agency became more apparent.  Figure 6 shows a thread of scoring comments building 
upon one another, displaying the extent to which their rationale borrows from others’ 
thoughts.  Even in mimicry, this is further evidence that faculty used collaboration during 
the research study to bolster their SLOA prowess by interacting with colleagues and 
being influenced by their contributions.  Through all of these sessions and opportunities 
for scoring practice, the evidence points largely to all participants voicing increased or 
renewed confidence in their ability to score students and accurately assess their 
attainment of important, job-related learning outcomes. 
 
Figure 6. Screen-Capture of Asynchronous Scoring Discussion among Participants 
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Finding 3: Faculty participants identify points of dissent but do not explicitly 
create debate or argument when differences emerge.  Another quality of collaborative 
ability abounded in the research study when faculty participants confirmed the merit of 
another’s perspective – saying “good point” – as well as the turn of phrase “I can see 
how/why” when referring to another’s point of view.  During one session, Sandra, a 
hospital administrator, asserted the health care industry is founded on documentation and 
evidence, and that this should be central to the performance assessments the university 
asks of its students.  Alex, a fellow administrator from Florida, followed with, “Yeah; 
you make really good points, I think, with regard to evidence. And, and, you’re right – 
everything in medicine has to be evidence-based: ‘show me the science’, right?”  At 
another point, Erica demonstrated this form of validation by responding to a comment: “I 
understand.  No, I get what you’re saying, 1000%.”  Instead of identifying a shared goal, 
Alex and Erica here endorsed their colleague’s perspective. This characteristic of 
relational agency, whereby participants may not agree but confirm the value of multiple 
opinions, credits another faculty member for a valuable contribution to the rubric-
norming discussion. In these comments, faculty demonstrate respect for colleagues’ 
expertise and suggest that consistent SLOA requires an appreciation for other raters’ 
scoring perspectives. 
Deference for others’ perspective.  Respect for one’s colleagues led faculty 
participants to show extreme deference to others, even when pronounced rubric-scoring 
differences were uncovered during norming discussions.  Participants were loath to press 
another faculty member on their stance, or to engage in any sort of debate about whose 
perspective might be more accurate than another; instead of challenging, new ideas were 
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almost purely additive. In one example, Victoria downplayed the difference between 
herself and another colleague in scoring: “So, yeah, that difference between 3 and 4 is 
minimal.  I don’t think there’s a huge difference there, so I can see why our biases might 
just lean us one way or the other.” In another instance, Nicole told her colleague, “See 
now, I’m a little bit different.  I do have a lot of students where English is their second 
language, uh, but when they’re at the 400 level […]  I guess, I have a higher expectation, 
the higher course is.”  While pointing out a significant difference in their interpretation, 
the retired nurse avoided speaking about her colleague and concentrated on her own 
rationale.  In response, her colleague Gretchen simply responded with “Right”, and the 
discussion moved past the discrepancy.  Later in the same session, Gretchen the dental 
administrator told the group, “So, the, I actually thought the opposite when I saw, at the 
end…”, but again her colleagues did not address the disagreement.  
Facilitators of rubric norming, as the researcher in this instance, commonly probe 
differences among raters and prompt specific participants to explain scoring rationale 
(Holmes & Oakleaf, 2013).  Here, however, these interactions were blunted by faculty 
participants avoiding any confrontation with their colleagues. This represented a 
structural limitation within the study’s hypothesized activity system, restricting the 
consistent SLOA by faculty participants. Although collaboration generated exposure to 
shared goals and an appreciation for others’ perspectives, norming the group’s collective 
scoring interpretations seemed empty without fostering debate. How could participants’ 
agreement and relational agency within a training not translate to independent scoring 
immediately after the session? As an alternative lens by which to explore this question, I 
was guided to an adjacent field of research in social psychology, on conformity. 
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Collaboration effects as conformity.  Early conformity research is highlighted 
most famously by the Asch studies of the 1950s, which found that individuals were 
sometimes influenced by group norms to knowingly corroborate inaccurate information. 
In the years that followed, however, analyses of Asch’s findings often lacked the moral 
and social nuance they deserved, and more recent scholarship commonly sees these 
seminal works as misinterpreted (Friend, Rafferty, & Bramel, 1990; Hodges & Geyer, 
2006). Researchers now offer alternative explanations for group-member behavior, 
describing conformity within a values-pragmatics paradigm that manages the 
complexities of social agreement and integrates them into one’s established personal truth 
(Hodges & Geyer, 2006).  Across situations or demographics, people develop truth-
telling or avoidance strategies for conversation and group work based on a sophisticated 
calculus of factors (Hodges, 2014; 2017; Mills, 2014).  These approaches help 
individuals conform to the perceived norms of a group, fitting one’s own behavior within 
the bounds of what is likely to be accepted. 
In this light, nearly all collaborative mechanisms for agreement described in the 
previous chapter can also be framed as attempts to conform to perceived group norms. 
When Nicole referenced shared nursing experience with her fellow retired colleague Ella, 
she was reminding the group of a shared identity. When Alex offset her admission of 
overly-generous scoring with laughter – and when her colleagues laughed in response – 
the participants were signaling acceptance to one another and reinforcing group norms or 
motivations.  And when faculty members specifically state, “I can see that” to one 
another, they are validating an opinion from the group’s perspective. Members use this 
information to continually triangulate their position within the group, discerning the 
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extent to which they conform to group values and whether dissent is acceptable (Hodges, 
2017).  Using contextual cues and historical information, the collaborative dialogue 
amounts to an elaborate dance together. This lens was applied by Trace et al. (2016) to a 
pair of faculty raters negotiated rubric interpretations together to arrive at consensus 
assessment scores. In the observed dialogue, researchers found that the two faculty 
members took care to express their own opinions while validating the other’s values, 
fitting both perspectives into a fuller understanding of the shared learning expectation. 
In the context of the current study, conformity research offers an elaboration on 
the sociocultural factors found in the online discussions of faculty colleagues during 
rubric-norming sessions. As participants draw from common academic and professional 
group membership, along with their personal attitude toward SLOA, their mediation of 
sociocultural factors toward creation of shared learning expectations can be seen as 
attempts at conformity as well.   
Research Question 4: Impact of Collaboration and Faculty Perceptions on SLOA 
Faculty members in HCS/475 navigate a complex and competing set of 
sociocultural factors when teaching and assessing student learning in the classroom. The 
study’s faculty participants evinced these contextual factors through collaborative 
assessment scoring and discussion in rubric-norming sessions.  The activity-theoretical 
framework for the study includes an activity system heuristic, first described in Chapter 
2, which organizes the factors that surround and impact participants’ attempt at consistent 
SLOA. Using the diagram/heuristic and a specific form of directed content analysis 
sometimes referred to as activity systems analysis (Yamagata-Lynch, 2010), the 
researcher explored how faculty perceptions for SLOA and collaboration interacted with 
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other competing factors as participants sought rating consistency and normed their 
interpretations of the benchmark rubric.  Analysis found that participants identified 
strongly as faculty practitioners, wielding dual academic and professional mentoring 
roles to effectively teach and assess students. They held strongly positive perceptions of 
assessment and valued SLOA collaboration, but these elements did not translate to higher 
inter-rater reliability among participants using the benchmark rubric.  Instead, they found 
the most meaningful assessment derived from their own often-biased rubric 
interpretations rather than a communal understanding of the scoring tool.  The following 
sections explain how faculty perceptions and collaboration operate within the activity 
system to impact rating consistency, and how participants describe their faculty-
practitioner role as influenced by those constructs and the activity system as a whole.   
Finding 1: SLOA’s importance pushes faculty to academic ‘gatekeeper’ role 
for students nearing graduation.  From the outset, faculty participants in the study 
registered some strongly positive perceptions of SLOA.  One aspect of these perceptions 
was the importance of SLOA for teaching and learning; throughout the study, faculty 
participants showed a sincere desire to facilitate learning for students in the final steps of 
their journey toward a degree.  
Helping students learn with and without the rubric.  In class with students, 
faculty participants credited rubrics with clarifying how skills would be assessed for 
course outcomes, making both instruction and assessment easier.  During one session, 
Erica admitted, “Um, honestly, if I had the time, and the energy, to make all my rubrics 
this detailed, um, I would.”  In another live session, Sandra explained how the rubric 
helped her prepare students to be assessed “[B]efore assignments, I’d say, ‘Let’s go over’ 
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– I referred to it as the assignment specifications – ‘what the instructor is looking for’. I 
think the rubrics are great.”  In the same discussion, her colleague Daniela, a mental 
health counselor, agreed and added,  
So it’s like a, like my piece of mind so that, when they say I’m scoring them 
wrong, and I can show them on their paper where they did not, did not analyze it, 
or did not talk about what they, uh, need to do, or they didn’t have the references 
or citations, then I can show you what you did wrong. 
During an online message-board interaction, Alex told a colleague, “Rubrics give 
structure to observations. […] Instead of judging the performance, the rubric describes 
the performance. The classroom rubric is easier for the students to understand because the 
assessment rubric provides a performance base….”  Following a live norming session, I 
asked one participant, Daniela, what she saw as the overarching value of the rubric we 
were using.  She replied it “can help reconcile the instructor and student perceptions 
about grades and help students learn to evaluate their own work according to these 
standards.”  Leveraging rubrics like this, to review learning expectations and increase 
assessment transparency, is a desired outcome found throughout the education research 
literature (Jonsson, 2014; Reddy & Andrade, 2010).  These comments show the faculty 
tried to use the benchmark assignment rubric, and its breakdown of outcomes into 
performance tasks, as a way to foster transparent, meaningful assessment.  In some cases, 
they were successful in doing so, fulfilling their activity-theoretical aim of doing 
effective SLOA that positively impacts students. 
Faculty efforts in spite of rubrics. In other cases, however, the rubric proved 
counterproductive to such efforts. Gretchen the dental administrator described her 
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attempts at helping lower-level writers to improve their skills despite the rubric’s rigid 
scoring structure:  
That’s the, the one part of the rubric where I do struggle, because that – I feel like, 
you know, I’d rather help them. I do want to show them what the errors are […] 
And I know that, by the end of the course with me doing that, and returning all the 
papers like that, they look at my changes and they grow and they build and they 
improve their writing, um, based on what they see and what I fixed in the paper 
and everything. So even though, it dep – the actual paper they get back looks 
harsh because half of it may be red, because of spelling and grammar – I don’t 
tend to take off the full 10% for that, because I feel like, I don’t want to scare 
them, I don’t want to, you know, make them not be confident in their writing.  
And I tell them up front that that’s what I’m going to do, so they can actually 
grow and improve on their writing. 
This explanation not only highlights the care Gretchen puts into providing feedback to 
students on their writing, but how she worked to circumvent a rubric-scoring set-up that 
seemed too punitive and not sufficiently constructive. Ella detailed similar attempts to 
manipulate the online rubric’s auto-score feature in service of accurate feedback to 
students: 
If I think they deserve a 3, or whatever, and the score came out a little less than 
that, I don’t have a problem changing it and putting a comment in.  Um, or even if 
I lower it, or whatever, putting a comment in, “This would have been more 
effective had you included this or that.”  Um, you know, or, “You did a very good 
job here because of this or that.” 
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Finally, Sandra, a hospital administrator, put it more simply in a different session by 
stating, “Thank goodness that we still were permitted to give a grade not entirely based 
upon this.”  The online tool’s auto-score represents yet another impediment to effective 
SLOA for faculty participants in the research study’s activity system. Some participants 
indicated discomfort with changing rubric scores, while other participants like Ella and 
Gretchen enjoyed the flexibility in assessment scoring, especially so late in students’ 
program sequence.  In short, due to the perceived importance of SLOA in the classroom, 
faculty raters valued giving clear, prompt feedback to students in whatever style they 
deemed most effective. 
Personal and professional biases in SLOA scoring decisions.  Because they 
perceived poor communication regarding standard classroom assessment practices, most 
faculty members felt comfortable with bias and applied their own mix of expertise and 
experience during collaborative rubric-norming exercises. Multiple participants 
acknowledged inordinately valuing a specific element of the performance task or rubric 
because of past experience or opinion.  In one case, Gretchen explained a scoring 
decision thusly: “I had to step out of, you know, being biased in order to give them a ‘met 
expectations,’ because of something else that wasn’t related to that line on the rubric.”  
This admission of bias was mimicked by several other participants throughout the study; 
to best adhere to the rubric as intended, raters tried to consciously check their own 
scoring decisions had been skewed by biased reading of the work. In the same session 
Nicole was asked why she had rated one criterion lower than her colleagues. The retired 
nurse admitted, “I kept looking for something about retention and recruitment, and I 
wasn’t finding that[….] Um, but I just, recruitment and retention was so important in 
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nursing that I, I tend to go overboard on that.  That’s one of my biases. I have to pull 
back.”  In a way, this explicit mention of biased scoring typifies the interplay of 
sociocultural principles underpinning the study: professional experience interacted with a 
participant’s reading of the rubric and she knew this would affect how her score cohered 
with that of her colleagues. 
During norming sessions, faculty participants validated each other’s biased 
scoring rationale, using it to enrich their own understanding of learning outcomes and 
potentially transform practice.  Despite this apparent open-mindedness in sessions with 
colleagues, independent scoring among raters did not become more consistent after the 
norming sessions. After being exposed to colleagues’ bias, instead of referencing their 
group’s shared learning expectations, individuals defaulted to an understanding of SLOA 
that made sense to themselves and their students.  Erica, the pharmacist in Missouri, 
explained, “I just, I don’t know what the expectations were before […] so, you know, I 
feel like I should grade accordingly. And if that forces you not to complete or pass this 
course, well, I’m sorry.”  Nicole echoed this sense of raised expectations and feeling 
apart from one’s colleagues when she noted a scoring difference in the session: “See 
now, I’m a little bit different….  I guess, I have a higher expectation, the higher the 
course is.”  Participants regarded all assessment as important, but these comments 
revealed the separation among colleagues and the stoic responsibility some faculty 
participants felt during SLOA tasks. From an activity-theoretical lens, this dynamic acted 
upon the common goal of consistent, effective SLOA.  The perceived differences among 
participants using the benchmark rubric made scoring consistency harder to achieve and 
less important as a shared goal for the group.  Their collaboration and perceptions of 
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SLOA led them to less concern about inter-rater reliability; instead, these adherences to 
personal conviction allowed them to levy a more authentic and meaningful assessment to 
their students. 
Maintaining standards of learning expectations – the academic gatekeeper. 
Norming discussions, as participants ventured toward a collaborative understanding of 
the rubric, revealed another root of the individualized SLOA approach espoused by 
several faculty participants.  Because HCS/475 often represents a student’s second-to-last 
course in the program, course facilitators feel an obligation to render summative 
assessment decisions and hold students accountable for assumed and written standards of 
performance. One participant, Erica, confided, “[S]ome of the writing that I get at this 
late in the game from the students, it’s concerning.”  In another session   Vanessa, an 
Illinois nurse, summarized her expectations of students, “I would think at this level, they 
should be a little, you know, some students should be a little further along than what they 
at least are portraying in their work.”  Later in that same session, Alex described why she 
so adamantly expected students to use a certain writing resource to enhance their essays 
and other work, saying, “not only is this Week 5, but if this is the last elective class when 
some of them are actually toward graduating, then yeah, you should be able to, uh, use 
that [tool].”  All three examples demonstrate an expectation that one’s learning standard 
should not be negotiable, regardless of how other faculty members would see the student 
performance.  This reiterated the idea that individual scoring decisions exemplified the 
conflict in the research study’s activity system, as faculty participants uncovered 
misalignment between others’ goals and theirs. Such unevenness made it more difficult 
for the faculty to achieve consistent, shared SLOA practice. 
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Finding 2: The nearness of graduation pushes faculty participants to act as 
professional mentors for students entering the healthcare field.  Faculty care about 
students’ attainment of specific learning outcomes in the classroom, but interactions from 
norming discussions suggest the true measure of success is successful application of these 
skills to the workplace.  Their focus on students’ career readiness reflects how important 
faculty perceive SLOA to be, especially in a course so near program completion. 
Because, as shown earlier, not all faculty members share the same understanding of the 
benchmark assignment rubric, study participants exited collaborative norming work still 
worried about personal accountability for student preparation for jobs, and how that 
preparedness reflected on the university.  
Translating the classroom to the workplace.  To build proper learning 
expectations in this penultimate course for students, faculty participants tried to marry 
high academic standards with professional expertise – what competence looks like within 
the healthcare industry.  While teaching HCS/475, faculty members push all students to 
continually develop abilities relevant to the workplace; in response, the faculty recalibrate 
how they assess those job-related skills. One participant, the Michigan hospital 
administrator named Sandra, described the attitude underlying this approach when she 
remarked, “Because I tell my students, you should not have to wait until you graduate for 
individuals to, for your boss to see that your skills have improved.”  Alex explained how 
this extended to students new to her professional field as well:  
I also take into consideration the student’s background, if they are in health care, 
if they’re not in health care.  I have some students that have absolutely zero 
experience in health care, and they apply what they’re learning very well, and 
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they write very well, and they ‘get it’. They get all the concepts. And, they do 
fabulous in the class. 
In another session, Nicole, the Philadelphia-based retired nurse, said of her students 
entering the workplace, “I don’t expect them to excel, but I expect them to be prepared.”  
Regardless of student ability level, faculty in the study appeared ready to facilitate job-
relevant learning. This represents an important connection between the community ties 
and professional influences that influence how faculty interact with students, and how 
they prepare them for the healthcare field during their final coursework.  
While focusing on classroom performance and learning outcomes, HCS/475 
faculty members also kept students thinking about how those learned skills would apply 
to a workplace setting after graduation. During one norming session, participants 
discussed how they prepared students for the culminating benchmark assignment. Sandra 
stated the matter simply to her colleagues, “…one of the things that I do with all my 
classes is that, you know, after making sure that I meet all of the course objectives and 
then to say, ‘How do you apply these in the workplace?’” In the same way, another 
participant, Nathan, the hospital administrator in Texas, explained how he provides 
students assessment feedback based on professional expectations:  
[W]hat I try to do with the students is, you know, I say, “Yeah, you know, 
technically you, you did get an A on this, your APA was good, your structure was 
good, you had all of the elements in there.  But let me tell you: if, if I was your 
CEO or I was your boss, and you came to me and asked for $50,000 to implement 
this solution, um, I wouldn’t give it to you.  And here’s why.”  And sometimes 
that’s punctuation and grammar. And I, you know, I try to, um, impress on them 
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how important that is.  Because, if you’re not detailed enough on your grammar 
and your punctuation, and explaining why you feel or you think that such-and-
such is a good solution, then why would I want to give you $50,000?  And they 
usually get that explanation. 
As they converted work experience into a meaningful SLOA approach in the classroom, 
faculty members in this study demonstrated how their professional-community ties act as 
a substantial influence on the activity system – and the overall goal to achieve consistent, 
effective SLOA with their colleagues. 
Professional competencies. Showing how to use specific competencies on the job 
represented another specific way faculty mentored near-graduates.  In the study, 
participants explicitly mentioned helping students identify applications for critical 
thinking skills in the workplace, and the value of that translation.  In a message board 
discussion Daniela, a mental health professional explained, “I tell students that 
developing this skill will promote them in the workplace and cause them to be noticed. 
Then their ears really perk up.”  During a live session, Alex reiterated this point, saying 
of critical-thinking skill development, “That's important. If they are to advance and go 
into grad school, they will have a lot more on their plate with their research. It starts with 
the building blocks here.” It stands to reason students understood how to apply relevant 
content knowledge or specific technical skills, but the professional expertise of 
experienced faculty members helped with a more abstract skill like critical thinking.  The 
finding reinforces the importance of faculty developing professional expertise, and how 
that can impact effective SLOA in the classroom.  
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In participants’ view, the benchmark assignment and its rubric also influenced 
how students translated classroom skills to the workplace.  Several benchmark rubric 
criteria distinguish performance that ‘exceeds expectations’ if the student performs the 
task “with a unique perspective”, while another criterion called out a “unique or creative 
summary” as denoting the highest-scored performance. Sandra, a hospital administrator, 
notably questioned this language:  
[I]f someone came to me and said, “This is, I described it in a unique and creative 
way”, it’s like, this ain’t art class! [… A]nd so, we have to remember that we are 
all products of the industry that we work in.  And so I wouldn’t necessarily be 
looking for unique and creative.   
Sandra’s colleagues in the session agreed with her.  In another norming group, Victoria 
commented on the difficulty of assessing students’ skill attainment with the HCS/475 
rubric:  
I think it is, only because I think it’s pretty easy […] to write a paper, to look at 
the, uh, criteria on the rubric, to say, “Oh, ok, I need to do this”, and then they do 
it […. B]ut then it’s hard to always tell if they’re really understanding it. 
Nathan found a comparable shortcoming in the benchmark assignment, noting that 
students were not prompted to identify an audience for their summary memo:  
I understand they’re bachelor’s students, but many times they’re not writing to 
their audience or what they, you know, what they – well, actually, what the 
exercises fail to describe as the audience [.… W]ho are you writing this summary 
memo to?  Are writing it to file, are you writing it to the CEO, are you writing it 
to a boss?  Because it’s a different – you know, that can be a different animal. 
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As earlier in the chapter, the benchmark assignment and its rubric sometimes represented 
a hindrance to effective SLOA for these faculty, especially when they impeded faculty 
ability to leverage their expertise and experience for learning assessments. Because they 
view effective SLOA as so important to the students’ growth, faculty members used the 
assignment-description issue to further solidify their conviction to an individual scoring 
approach.  
Representing the university.  In the healthcare field, faculty practitioners 
unofficially endorse the skillset and competence of university graduates they helped 
prepare in the classroom. Put another way, alumni job performance reflects onto the 
university and its faculty indirectly.  Skilled workers represent their school well whereas 
poor performance could hurt the university’s reputation and potentially reduce 
opportunities for future cohorts. This is especially important in ground campus locations, 
where the faculty and campus leaders maintain ties to local community resources, and 
new graduates seek employment from a limited range of firms. Nicole crystallized these 
concerns during one norming session:  
See, one of the other things is that, what I tell my students: by this time in their 
education, they’re getting ready to go out into the workforce.  And I don’t want 
them not able to meet the expectations of, say, a healthcare organization in Philly.  
Um, because what they do is going to reflect on all of our students. 
Erica alluded to the same apprehension when she described her sometimes-harsh scoring 
decisions on the benchmark assignment rubric: 
Knowing that this course is at the end of their juncture, you know, some of the 
things I see, I’m like, “whoa, whoa, whoa – I mean, I shouldn’t see.  And that’s 
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how I feel.  So, it’s unfair to me – you say, you got this degree from SWU, and I – 
especially me being at the end of your juncture – and I didn’t say, “Red flags”? 
The dread underpinning these thoughts is that other faculty members may not hold 
sufficiently high standards and will hurt the end-product of competent alumni 
contributing to their field and lending credence to the university.  Their obligation to this 
cause also seems to supersede consistency in SLOA with the benchmark assignment 
rubric.   
In sum, faculty perceptions of SLOA and their collaboration with others in 
norming exercises impacted the consistency of their rubric scoring.  Norming 
participation was a positive experience for faculty members, who strengthened their 
understanding of SLOA and specific student learning outcomes within their academic 
program through productive interactions with colleagues.  At the same time, faculty 
clearly prioritized being able to give more accurate and meaningful assessments of 
student learning by favoring an individualized approach to rubric scoring rather than 
standardized, university-wide scoring protocols. 
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION 
 A few years ago I began an exploration in my workplace to increase the 
consistency with which SWU faculty used common rubrics to assess student learning 
outcomes.  I am edified by the action research it spurred, I am humbled by the support 
given me academically and professionally to carry out the work, and I am motivated to 
continue innovating toward long-term solutions.  This chapter expresses these sentiments, 
culminating the dissertation with a summary of the findings and how they contribute to 
relevant research literature and the theoretical underpinnings of the study.  This 
discussion also includes a description of limitations and validity of this study, some 
implications and next steps for continuing action research cycles, and general lessons I 
took away from the experience.  
Summary of Findings 
Analysis of the study’s quantitative and qualitative data sparked insights 
regarding the effect of rubric norming on faculty participants for SLOA scoring using a 
common rubric. Inter-rater reliability among scorers remained low throughout the study; 
resource constraints, such as the benchmark assignment and its rubric, along with unclear 
guidance from leadership, appear to have impacted this consistency.  Perceptions of 
SLOA have improved, especially regarding how to use assessment data and what the 
institution does to encourage SLOA data use.  But participants’ survey responses and 
observed discussions also suggest that assessment was always regarded as important. The 
study’s first two research questions posited that participation in a rubric-norming 
intervention would increase both rating consistency and SLOA perceptions among 
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faculty participants. These findings not only answer those two research questions, they 
also point to reasons why the level of scoring consistency was lower than expected and 
why certain areas of faculty perceptions grew when others did not.   
Collaboration among faculty participants revealed easy agreement on most 
scoring-related topics, a willingness to learn from others’ experiences, and sincere effort 
toward identifying shared assessment goals. Though faculty members engaged in critical 
reflection and remained open to changes in practice, they rarely challenged differing 
viewpoints during norming and treated inconsistent rubric scoring among their colleagues 
as expected if not acceptable.  The findings here fully addressed research question #3 by 
exploring the characteristics of collaboration among norming participants and linking the 
characteristics to themes of effective SLOA and assessment culture.  
From a faculty perspective, university-wide or program-level assessment efforts 
often suffer from uneven communication and leadership. As a result, faculty participants 
lack confidence in overarching SLOA processes even while valuing collaboration with 
colleagues during assessment training. Instead, faculty participants lean on professional 
and academic standards they value and worry less about doing SLOA consistently. 
Faculty comments synthesized into what I now call the ‘gatekeeper’ mentality, an attitude 
facilitated and strengthened by participants’ dual role as faculty-practitioners.  
Participants mentor students academically while shepherding them toward the health care 
industry in which they have deep experience.  In a sense, they are ‘vouching’ for students 
upon entering the field and thus take great care to help them develop the requisite career-
related competencies.  This answers research question #4 and helps craft a more 
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comprehensive narrative around how the faculty participants in the research study 
attempt both effectiveness and consistency in their assessment classroom scoring. 
Contributions to Theoretical and Research Literature 
Norming and inter-rater reliability. In this study, rubric norming did not impact 
statistically significant increases in inter-rater reliability among faculty participants. 
Many education research studies have shown that training can improve raters’ scoring 
consistency (Hanssen et al., 2014; Oakleaf, 2009; O’Connell et al., 2016; Saxton et al., 
2012).  Other scholars found increases but qualified them, contending that positive inter-
rater reliability effects of norming may only occur with specific rater populations or 
under particular conditions, and that the scoring tool used may play a role (Lovorn & 
Rezaei, 2011; Reddy & Andrade, 2010; Turbow & Evener, 2015).  My study contributes 
to this ongoing conversation by providing a specific context in which a particular kind of 
rater training could not improve inter-rater reliability among faculty scorers.   
Moreover, I assert that specific contextual factors contributed to the lack of 
agreement among faculty raters. The training intervention may have been too weakly 
constructed to garner increases in inter-rater reliability. Live norming was limited to two 
hours per session, and faculty raters were only asked to score four work samples in each 
set of independently scored papers. Many researchers’ studies suggested longer 
assessment trainings for increasing reliability and additional scoring practice for faculty 
raters using a common rubric (Holmes & Oakleaf, 2013; O’Connell et al., 2016; Preusche 
et al., 2012; Turbow & Evener, 2015).  For the purposes of rater training set-up, the 
current research cycle establishes a lower boundary for norming, in terms of time spent 
and work samples scored to begin garnering statistical increases inter-rater reliability. 
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Other scholarship reminds that poorly-constructed scoring tools may lead to 
confusion among raters and low inter-rater reliability (Hack, 2015; Jonsson & Svingby, 
2007).  While the faculty raters in my study crafted shared learning expectations together, 
they were also navigating the messiness of student performance on the benchmark 
assignment. The study thus offers qualitative evidence as to how rater participants dealt 
with the interaction of these effects in a particular research context. 
SLOA as a socially-constructed, collaborative process. A more important 
output of the study, though, is its contribution to the body of social constructivist research 
viewing SLOA as a collaborative, messy enterprise (Bloxham, 2009). SLOA is a 
necessarily subjective exercise, requiring expert raters to render judgments that are at 
least somewhat based on personal experience and bias (Price et al., 2008; Sadler, 2009).  
Because of this, assessment rater training is often rendered ineffectual because scorers – 
especially faculty or other professionals who represent an external accountability for the 
learning outcome – tend to backslide away from standard processes in favor of holistic 
and often incoherent personal scoring strategies (Sadler, 2009).  In my study’s norming 
intervention, faculty raters each touted their own individualized scoring rationale in at 
least one part of the rubric. When they could not find effective ways to integrate their 
judgment into the standardized scoring process – or when they felt the learning 
expectations had not been well communicated or practiced among their colleagues – they 
eschewed these artifacts in favor of their own assessment scoring schema.  The resulting 
unevenness in rubric-scoring was only exacerbated if in fact faculty participants 
employed conformity strategies to feign agreement or avoid confrontation with one 
another. Future research in this area should probe deeper, and the context in which this 
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initial exploration occurred contributes to the field, potentially informing other scholars 
in the field and their cycles of inquiry. 
Within higher education, within an institution, or within a specific academic 
college or program, shared standards of learning must be developed, and all stakeholders 
must buy in and benchmark student learning against them. To this end, some scholars 
have pointed out institutions’ need for standards-sharing and development (Price et al., 
2008).  Additionally, because student learning outcomes represent a socially-constructed 
standard, proper assessment rater training, by ‘norming’ or any other name, should allow 
for individual rubric interpretations while still reinforcing reliability among raters’ scores 
(Bloxham, 2009; O’Connell et al., 2016; Sadler, 2005). In its simplest sense, my study 
contributes to the literature in this field as a context-specific example of how a 
collaborative rubric-norming workshop can facilitate this kind of learning-expectations 
development among faculty colleagues. Though greater scoring consistency among raters 
was not achieved, the findings make clear that collaboration spurred understanding of 
shared learning outcomes and critical reflection on how those insights affect individual 
scoring schema. 
Positive faculty perceptions of assessment.  Faculty participants’ collaboration 
within the research study stemmed their collective disposition toward assessment was 
positive. As such, the attitudes embodied by participants in my study contribute 
thoughtfully to the ongoing conversation on the role of faculty in assessment. I earlier 
noted faculty resistance to institutionally mandated assessment was an oft-cited issue in 
higher education scholarship (Cain & Hutchings, 2015; Shavelson, 2010), but that other 
researchers characterized faculty perceptions of SLOA differently (Danley-Scott & Scott, 
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2014; Rickards et al., 2016). My own experience recruiting faculty members for 
assessment research, and the study population that resulted, lend credence to both 
perspectives. A couple direct responses to my initial research invitation mimicked the 
fatigue and wariness for assessment work that others have predicted (Haviland, 2009).  
The participants who opted in, on the other hand, indicate a positive disposition toward 
SLOA and a desire to up-skill in relevant areas, consistent with other scholars’ findings 
(Haviland et al., 2010; Schoepp & Benson, 2016).  Instead of general resistance or 
aversion to SLOA work, the results of my mixed-methods approach to faculty 
perceptions of SLOA showed situational or structural issues limit faculty participation in 
SLOA. Non-participants responding to the study invitation cited hectic schedules or 
concern that our institution could not effectively lead assessment work, not that 
assessment itself was a meritless enterprise. Other researchers have pointed to these 
obstacles being especially poignant for adjunct faculty, who may appear unwilling to do 
extra work but run up against restrictive environmental factors (Danley-Scott & Scott, 
2014).  My research, and the voice of the faculty participants, contributes to the multi-
layered discussion of how best to involve faculty members in higher education 
assessment.  
Development of assessment culture through collaboration.  Despite low inter-
rater reliability and uneasiness with university leadership for assessment work, this 
study’s findings show faculty developing positive perceptions of SLOA and improving 
individual scoring confidence. The true catalyst for this is collaborative interactions 
among faculty colleagues sharing similar goals. As norming participants exchanged ideas 
and developed a breadth of perspectives, they enriched their understanding of student 
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learning outcomes.  Scholarship on SLOA in higher education shows this type of 
collaboration driving positive assessment outcomes for faculty participants in several 
different contexts (Guetterman & Mitchell, 2016; Haviland et al., 2010; Kogan et al., 
2015).  Furthermore, research shows that as SLOA participants collaborate toward insight 
and then critically reflect on practical improvements, they can drive more effective 
assessment efforts and a more positive culture of assessment as well (Guetterman & 
Mitchell, 2016; Holzweiss et al., 2016; Rodgers et al., 2013; Schoepp & Benson, 2016).  
My particular research context supports this idea. Survey results show that faculty 
participants’ appreciation for collaboration increased significantly after the norming 
intervention, along with other perceptions of assessment.  Further, they indicated a 
willingness to transform classroom assessment practices to better adhere to the shared 
expectations developed with colleagues during the norming exercises. 
Finally, the study contributes to culture-of-assessment scholarship as another 
research context in which Guetterman & Mitchell’s faculty perceptions survey has been 
adapted.  In my study, the survey tool encouraged participants to describe their 
knowledge of SLOA, attitudes toward assessment, and institutional leadership for SLOA 
work.  Results of the survey before and after the norming intervention reinforced the 
survey tool authors’ own findings that collaboration with colleagues in assessment 
improves perceptions of SLOA and may point toward elements of a healthier culture of 
assessment at an institution (Guetterman & Mitchell, 2016).  Though the study could not 
generate statistically significant increases in inter-rater reliability, other positive effects of 
rubric norming are evident through the observed collaboration and perceptions of SLOA 
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explained by faculty participants.  These findings and the context in which they occurred 
constitute a contribution to SLOA research literature.  
Assessment culture within activity systems analysis.  From the activity-
theoretical lens, the institution’s culture of assessment and faculty attempts at rubric 
norming can be understood as a complex and interdependent set of sociocultural factors. 
Thus, faculty participants at SWU collectively demonstrated that their online, virtual 
spaces for interactive work functioned as an activity system. The artifacts used for 
collaborative norming, combined with social and community influences, impacted faculty 
raters’ ability to consistently score student assessments. This dynamic among faculty 
raters supports research of Yamagata-Lynch who has used activity systems analysis to 
reveal tensions among educators and obstacles impeding their shared goals in a variety of 
contexts (Yamagata-Lynch & Haudenschild, 2009; Yamagata-Lynch, 2010). Scholarship 
further demonstrates that online collaborative spaces can generate the same the same 
activity-theoretical dynamic (Ryder & Yamagata-Lynch, 2014).  In the case of faculty 
assessment participants, online discussions or score negotiation can still generate rich 
examples of collaborative strategies and evolution of shared goals (Trace, Meier, & 
Janssen, 2016). The current study echoes this point, showing a robust activity system 
reflected in the virtual rubric-norming space for faculty participants.  
Reflecting on the activity systems analysis, the mixed-methods approach of my 
study matters as well.  Fortunately, my study design and methodology was influenced by 
scholars who warned of the limited insights that purely quantitative studies of rater 
trainings yielded (Wang, 2010; Weigle, 1998). The norming intervention could not garner 
increased inter-rater reliability, but by blending both quantitative and qualitative research 
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in the data analysis phase, I was able to reveal several other positive results. Activity 
systems analysis helped when interpreting the integrated strands of findings, fitting the 
complicated and intertwined effects of shared learning expectations, individual scoring 
approaches, and inconsistent leadership around the research context into a sociocultural 
framework. Thus, even though the in-study interactions of norming participants could not 
increase scoring consistency, participants solidified their identities as members of 
academic and professional communities, bolstered perceptions of SLOA, and 
communicated these assessment-specific values to one another in rich ways. This 
signifies an improving culture of assessment at SWU and a true benefit of faculty 
participation in norming. 
Implications for Research, Policy, & Practice 
 Research supports the idea that well-crafted, collaborative rater trainings can, in 
the long-term, improve inter-rater reliability for faculty participants (Hanssen et al., 2014; 
O’Connell et al., 2016), but that SLOA will always represent a set of irreducible, 
socially-constructed standards sensitive to individual rater bias (Bloxham et al., 2016).  
Further, this study’s findings suggest that exposure to colleagues’ perspectives and 
collaboration toward shared rubric interpretations clearly generated the most value for 
faculty participants.  The first step forward then should be a re-evaluation of university 
priorities for SLOA initiatives.  Leaders atop the institution, as well as those from 
individual colleges and academic programs should re-define the goal of rubric norming as 
a university-wide vehicle for faculty assessment training and the purpose for SLOA 
overall at the institution. The process to generate such discussions would be lengthy, and 
it may determine the currently employed model for SLOA in fact suffices. It is also 
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possible that the current study does not carry sufficient weight to spur that type of high-
level response.  In any case, there are other implications for research, policy, and practice 
stemming from the current study’s context and findings.  
Iterations and variations on current designs.  If the current model for program-
level outcomes assessment persists at SWU, future research cycles can be steered by 
basic variations on the current study’s design, in an attempt to gauge the most efficient 
method of norming faculty to increase perceptions of SLOA or inter-rater reliability for 
rubric scores.  This could include manipulation of the order or structure of the 
intervention phases, or through introduction of another treatment or control group into the 
study. Such adjustments could be prompted by decisions from college leaders seeking 
more impact to inter-rater reliability, or in response to assessment scholars advocating for 
more control-group experimentation for testing assessment innovations (Kezar, 2013). A 
related strand of research may involve revising the format, content, or delivery of rubric-
norming.  Asynchronous norming holds promise as a mechanism for faculty interactions 
related to SLOA, and libraries of anchor papers or benchmark rubric scores have also 
been floated as potential avenues for growth.  Each of these, or any other similar changes, 
would require substantial testing to determine the most effective methods.  Finally, if the 
university or an individual academic program determine that faculty assessment trainings 
should become even more collaborative or interactive, with a lower emphasis on inter-
rater reliability, this too would affect the components of the training and necessitate some 
testing of elements before scaling to the broader university-wide population. 
Regardless of the form that SLOA work takes in the future, different faculty 
populations will need to be included.  Other colleges and programs exist, of course, and 
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any particular sub-population of faculty members might represent a different mix of 
demographics within SWU.  Other colleges’ faculty members may exhibit different 
changes in inter-rater reliability or demonstrate more/less growth in their perception of 
SLOA that shown here. The effects of collaboration among these populations too may 
differ from what occurred in this specific context too, so exploration beyond the current 
college or program, or the related professional area, is warranted. 
Communication of Standard Practices.  Although some areas of faculty 
perceptions for assessment improved after the rubric-norming intervention, participants 
clearly expressed a lack of real guidance for assessment scoring practice.  Explicit rules 
for using the auto-scoring rubric tool are not well-communicated, rubric-language issues 
persist in many areas, and faculty generally perceive a laissez-faire attitude from 
leadership toward assessment.  Participant Erica memorably said during a norming 
session, “Nothing is black and white.” She was referring to the cloudiness of assessment 
protocol for faculty doing SLOA with benchmark rubrics, and how this made her care 
less about scoring reliability with her faculty colleagues.  If SWU can sponsor more 
effective communication to its faculty on these policies – and clarify too where they still 
wanted to encourage individualized approaches to teaching and assessment work – it 
would represent a clear, quick win for the institution.   
Two specific areas exist where such direction is needed.  First, assessment leaders 
must definitively state the university policy in the ongoing ‘scoring versus grading’ 
debate among our faculty and staff.  The dual-purpose rubrics and online rubric scoring 
tool allow faculty to overwrite the rubric-calculated score for students, allowing faculty 
to award a different point total for the course-assignment grade.  This feature affords the 
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faculty greater freedom to account for course-specific elements that the grade should 
encompass, or credit the student for something outside the specific scope the assignment 
guidelines.  As stated previously, not all faculty feel comfortable using this feature, so the 
university needs to make clear how the tool should be used and when overwriting of 
scores should take place.  Second, university leaders have determined that accurate, 
consistent scoring with common rubrics is fostered by a deliberate, line-by-line, point-by-
point approach to the tool. Faculty should be reminded of this before benchmark 
assignments begin in a given course week, and allowed to practice the skill to make it 
faster and easier.  If faculty revert to sloppy, holistic judgments, the rubric’s full potential 
goes untapped, and scoring consistency among raters suffers. Worse, shared 
understanding of learning expectations suffers, due to faculty reliance on inexact rubric-
language interpretations.  These two communication improvements will bolster scoring 
consistency for benchmark assignment rubrics, and faculty may also perceive university 
assessment leadership differently with clearer, more assertive communication in these 
areas.  
Faculty collaboration, conformity, and agreement. When faculty participants 
traded thoughts on rubric scores, differences of opinion rarely generated direct debate or 
challenges regarding one’s interpretation of the rubric.  This phenomenon likely 
contributed to the low inter-rater reliability among faculty participants; thus how and why 
it occurred merits further exploration.  It may be explained by sociocultural influences: 
faculty members may think it undesirable to create confrontation with colleagues they do 
not know well.  They may seek to conform by instead welcoming another’s perspective 
despite not truly valuing the comment.  Or, they may truly have elaborated on their own 
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understanding of a specific student learning outcome, and they want to validate their 
colleague’s point of view.  In addition to possible conformity mechanisms at work in 
faculty dialogue, the social-constructivist paradigm posits that rubric-scoring discussions 
are rich with individual biases and personal assessment approaches as described 
throughout the dissertation. Qualitative analysis of these dialogues would do well to 
discern the sociocultural elements present, and how these affect scoring accuracy and 
scoring consistency for SWU faculty raters. 
Qualitative focus on understanding SWU faculty members.  Beyond further 
rubric-norming observations to investigate conformity, agreement, and the nuances of 
faculty collaboration for assessment, other areas of faculty practice merit potential 
research. I take away from this study a profound appreciation for the faculty participants’ 
perspective for what assessment does for our students, and how it works best in the 
classroom. I anticipate sharing this appreciation with other SWU leaders, hopefully 
growing an appetite for more research into the faculty perspective on work at our 
institution. Different qualitative methodologies offer other research lenses and deeper, 
varied insights as to how they perceive their work and the behaviors underpinning 
instruction and assessment.  I could concentrate an ethnographic inquiry on a single 
faculty member.  Using both interviews and observations, the study could focus on the 
meaning they create professionally when interacting with their students, or a closely 
related topic. Alternately, university leadership may prefers to explore multiple faculty 
perspectives at once. If so, I could define a sub-population of interest based on purposeful 
sampling criteria and conduct a set of interviews or focus groups. This would allow for a 
diversity of opinions on a given topic, related to assessment or some other aspect of 
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classroom instruction.  Finally, a sonic analysis of norming among faculty members holds 
potential. In this brand of study, I would illustrate what norming actually ‘sounds’ like, 
exploring and/or manipulating the audio produced by observed norming sessions among 
faculty members.  This is a relatively non-traditional method and may also require 
additional software or technological resources.  Such a study may potentially derive 
meaning and develop themes from the authentic sounds produced by participants.  The 
presentation quality and novelty of such a study may present issues, but they would also 
guarantee a captive audience for sharing results afterward too.  In all cases, the additional 
qualitative emphasis on faculty data-collection promises more insight as to what drives 
the teaching and learning of our SWU classrooms. 
Validity and Limitations of Research Study 
This mixed methods research study tested a training intervention to improve 
scoring consistency among faculty members. Some contextual factors were controlled; 
only faculty members instructing a specific course were invited, and the norming 
intervention focused on their use of one specific benchmark assignment rubric. I 
attempted to randomize others to minimize their potential effect on study results; for this 
reason, I did not invite specific faculty members within the list of those approved to teach 
HCS/475, and I chose student work samples – for practice scoring – without attempting 
to gauge the students’ grade or writing skill level.  Despite this approach, these variables 
may still have introduced non-random variance and unintended noise into the study.  The 
mix of student work samples may not have been representative of the greater skill 
continuum among our student population.  Similarly, the faculty who agreed to 
participate may differ from their absent colleagues in non-random ways, feeling more 
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positively about the university or engaging more readily with assessment initiatives. 
These unknown elements confound the results and may not reflect SWU’s actual culture 
of assessment. 
Other factors limited deeper analysis of the quantitative data.  Practical 
considerations around budget and time restricted data collection.  Having more raters or 
paying participants to score more student work samples would have garnered more data 
points. Fewer ratings on which to measure consistency impacted the potential 
significance power of the findings and increased the error of the calculated correlation 
coefficients.  Small quantities of data succumb more easily to the random effects of 
specific raters’ biases or the quality of a student work sample.   
The qualitative data would have benefitted from additional coders; their help in 
data analysis would have provided more security against confirmation bias.  Due to 
unforeseen scheduling issues, however, a second coder could not be retained for this 
round of action research.  I combatted this potential reliability issue by often recording 
personal bias that arose within my research memos. This helped me to acknowledge and 
then distance myself from such influences. More importantly, as detailed in the third 
chapter, ‘polyangulation’ of multiple data sources safeguarded the validity of the 
qualitative data coding and member-checking allowed my faculty research participants to 
validate the accuracy of my analysis and interpretation. These methods, along with a 
careful, iterative approach to the data analysis, assisted me in protecting the study against 
unwitting and unwanted bias.  
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Lessons Learned 
Perhaps the greatest insight I will take away from this study is an openness to 
faculty feedback.  The university promotes the idea of consistency in rubric scoring as an 
aim for certain assessment training; some faculty members helped create the trainings and 
their goals.  For my study, I assumed that all faculty participants would share this goal of 
inter-rater reliability when scoring with benchmark assignment rubrics, reinforced by 
norming exercises that developed common interpretations of rubric dimensions and 
learning expectations.  Faculty members didn’t quite see it that way, however. Their 
feedback throughout the study demonstrated a priority for effective SLOA in the 
classroom rather than ‘consistent’ SLOA.  This distinction, focused on helping individual 
students get meaningful feedback on their attainment of learning outcomes, was not 
insignificant. Rather than assuming faculty motivation or goals, in any future iterations of 
this work, I will begin assessment workshops with a deliberate discussion of the 
workshop’s aims, and the goals of SLOA in general.  The richness of their in-session 
dialogues created by faculty participants reminds me also that the classroom faculty and 
the learning they facilitate should be regarded with appropriate respect. 
On a similar note, the inherent value of a mixed-methods approach stands as 
another important lesson gleaned from the current research effort.  I approached my 
problem of practice as a measurement issue initially, attempting to increase inter-rater 
reliability to bolster the student-learning inferences made with rubric data. It matters 
whether statistical consistency increased after rubric-norming workshops, but by itself, it 
constitutes an incomplete and narrow understanding of assessment training. Analyzing 
the interactions of my faculty participants, I was able to more fully explain how norming 
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affected study participants, and why it matters for SWU’s assessment efforts more 
broadly. Mixed methodology fostered a comprehensive view of the problem – an 
appreciation that understanding our assessment culture at SWU was not a simple, cut-
and-dry matter. Further, it has aided my ability to share findings and interpretations with 
multiple levels of stakeholders.  When discussing the study, I concentrate on the richness 
of the data by playing authentic audio from norming interactions among faculty 
colleagues so that qualitative themes emerge from the real voices of faculty participants.  
It is a powerful vehicle; through it, I hope to continue improving our institution’s culture 
of assessment alongside more effective and consistent student learning outcomes 
assessment. 
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My name is Nick Williams. I am a doctoral student in the Mary Lou Fulton Teachers 
College (MLFTC) at Arizona State University.  I am working under the direction of Dr. 
Daniel Liou, a faculty member in MLFTC. I am conducting a research study on student 
learning outcomes assessment at UOPX, specifically through the perspective of faculty 
members engaged in norming, or calibration, training for use of benchmark-assignment 
rubrics in the classroom. I aim to examine the effectiveness of ‘norming’ training for 
increasing inter-rater reliability among faculty using a common rubric, and how training 
can affect faculty perceptions of assessment and how it might help foster a ‘culture of 
assessment’. This study is being done toward partial completion of a doctoral program at 
Arizona State University.  It is also being done in collaboration with the School of Health 
Services Administration at UOPX, of which all of you are active faculty members. 
 
I am asking for your help, which will involve your participation in an online survey about 
your knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs about leading innovations for improved reliability 
of our assessment data. I anticipate the faculty survey will take about 15 minutes, and the 
scoring of ten sample papers using the benchmark-assignment will take approximately an 
hour and a half.  These data-collection measures will be administered a second time in 
late November. You will also be asked to participate in training workshops, which will 
last two hours for a live, virtual session with colleagues, and follow-up engagement on 
message boards with colleagues, at least one time, for at least 30 minutes. Some 
participants will be asked to perform these exercises in October, and others will do so in 
January.  
 
You have the right not to answer any question on the survey or in a training session, as 
well as the right to stop participation at any time. Your participation in this study is 
voluntary. If you choose not to participate or to withdraw from the 
study at any time, there will be no penalty whatsoever.  
 
For the data-collection measures and for the training components, you will be 
compensated for your time by the School of Health Services Administration at the rate of 
$25/hour, for up to a total of 6 hours. 
 
In addition to compensation, the benefits to participation in the research include increased 
engagement and networking with colleagues, and the chance to reflect on your 
professional gains in the area of assessment. Survey results and successful components of 
the study may also inform future iterations of 
the project. Thus, there is potential to enhance the experiences that are provided to our 
faculty and other campus/college leaders during our assessment processes. There are no 
foreseeable risks or discomforts to your participation.  
 
Your responses will be confidential. Results of this study may be used in reports, presenta
tions, or  
publications but your name will not be known. I will also be audio-recording the training 
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workshops. The training will not be recorded without your permission.  Please let me 
know if you do not want to the training to be recorded; you can also change your mind 
after the session begins, and you will be allowed to discontinue your participation.  
 
Please read the following consent statement. If you agree, please sign the and print 
your check the box indicating your informed consent, and click the "next" button to 
give consent and proceed to the rest of the survey.  
 
Consent Statement: I agree to participate in the surveys, training, and scoring 
protocols being conducted. I understand the survey will take approximately 15 
minutes to complete, the scoring may take up to 90 minutes, and live training 
components will last two hours.  
I understand that neither my relationship with the college nor with my campus will 
be affected if I opt out of taking the survey or participate in the interview. I am at 
least 18 years of age.  
 
If you have any questions concerning the research study, please contact Daniel Liou at 
dliou@asu.edu or (XXX) XXX-XXXX or Nick Williams at  nick.williams@phoenix.edu 
or (602) 557-2382.  If you have any questions about your rights as 
a participant in this research, or if you feel you have been placed at risk, you can contact 
the Chair of the Human Subjects Institutional Review Board through the ASU Office of 
Research Integrity and Assurance at (480) 965-6788.  
 
Thank you,  
 
Nick Williams, Doctoral Student 




By signing below, you are agreeing to be part of the study, and consenting to the above 
bolded statement. 
 
Name:  ______________________________________ (print name) 
 
Signature: ______________________________________ (sign name) 
 















Daniel Dinn-You Liou 
Division of Educational Leadership and Innovation - West - 
dliou@asu.edu 
Dear Daniel Dinn-You Liou: 
On 11/16/2015 the ASU IRB reviewed the following protocol: 
Type of Review: Initial Study 
Title: Norming at Scale: Faculty Perceptions of 
Assessment Culture and Student Learning 
Outcomes Assessment 
Investigator: Daniel Dinn-You Liou 
IRB ID: STUDY00003441 
Funding: None 
Grant Title: None 
Grant ID: None 
Documents Reviewed: • Nick Williams IRB Rec Consent, Category: 
Consent Form; 
• Assessment Attitudes and Knowledge Survey.pdf, 
Category: Recruitment Materials; 
• Rubric Norming - Session Guide, Category: 
Recruitment Materials; 
• Rubric Norming - Facilitator Prompts.pdf, 
Category: Recruitment Materials; 
• Letter of Support, Category: Off-site 
authorizations (school permission, other IRB 
approvals, Tribal permission etc); 
• Rubric Norming - Scoring Rubric, Category: 
Recruitment Materials; 
• IRB Protocol, Category: IRB Protocol; 
The IRB determined that the protocol is considered exempt pursuant to Federal 
Regulations 45CFR46 (2) Tests, surveys, interviews, or observation on 11/16/2015.  
In conducting this protocol you are required to follow the requirements listed in the 
INVESTIGATOR MANUAL (HRP-103). 
Sincerely,  
IRB Administrator 
cc: Nicholas Williams 
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Assessment Attitudes and Knowledge Survey 

















a.   Purpose of outcomes assessment? 
(1) 
          
b.   Methods of outcomes 
assessment? (2) 
          
c.   Institution's general education 
program? (3) 
          
d.   General education learning 
outcome(s)? (4) 
          
e.   Specific learning objective 
addressed in this project? (5) 
          
 


















a.  Assessment is primarily about 
improving student learning (1) 
          
b.  Assessment is primarily about 
being accountable for student 
learning (2) 
          
c. I have yet to be convinced of the 
alleged benefits of outcomes 
assessment (7) 
          
d.  Initiating a process for outcomes 
assessment would enhance the 
stature of our 
department/program/university (8) 
          
e.  Outcomes assessment would pave 
the way for better programs for our 
students (6) 
          
f.  It would be difficult to implement a 
procedure for outcomes assessment 
without seriously disrupting other 
activities (5) 
          
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a. Students today are learning more 
due to an institutional focus on the 
assessment of student learning (1) 
          
b. Student assessment has 
improved the quality of education 
at this institution (2) 
          
c. Faculty use student assessment 
information to modify how or what 
they teach (3) 
          
d. Assessing students has resulted 
in the development of learning 
experiences that better meet 
diverse learning styles (4) 
          
e. Faculty update their in-class 
assessment techniques on a regular 
basis (5) 
          
f. The effectiveness of teaching is 
enhanced when faculty regularly 
engage in student assessment (6) 
          
g. Student assessment techniques 
accurately measure students 
learning (7) 
          
 
Q8 Use of assessment findings  (4) In your opinion how useful is assessment of student learning in 














a.  Improve program or practice 
(1) 
          
b.  Influence thinking rather 
than action (2) 
          
c.  Determine the overall worth 
or merit of a program (3) 
          
d.  Mobilize support and 
legitimate a position (4) 
          
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Q12 University use of assessment findings  Colleges and universities increasingly use surveys and other 
measures (e.g., portfolios) to gather information about student educational experiences and learning. The 
following questions ask about your view of the University's assessment efforts. 
 
Q13 (5) To what extent is the University involved in student assessment efforts? 
 Very much (4) 
 Quite a bit (3) 
 Some (2) 
 Very little (1) 
 
Q14 (6) How effectively does the University disseminate the findings of its assessment efforts to faculty? 
 Very effectively (5) 
 Somewhat effectively (4) 
 Neither effective nor ineffective (3) 
 Somewhat ineffectively (2) 
 Not at all effectively (1) 
 
Q15 (7) In general, how useful to you are the findings from the University's assessment efforts? 
 Very useful (5) 
 Mostly useful (4) 
 Neutral (3) 
 Mostly not useful (2) 
 Not at all useful (1) 
 











a. Institutional activities aimed at 
improving teaching and learning (1) 
        
b. Your department's activities aimed at 
improving teaching and learning (2) 
        
 
 











a. Institutional activities aimed at 
improving teaching and learning (1) 
        
b. Your department's activities aimed at 
improving teaching and learning (2) 















a. Systematically collect information about 
the effectiveness of their teaching beyond 
end-of-term course evaluations (1) 
        
b. Use assessment findings to inform 
changes made to their courses (2) 
        
c. Publicly present (e.g., lectures or 
workshops) information about teaching or 
learning (3) 
        
d. Publish on teaching and learning (4)         
e. Collaborate with colleagues on improving 
teaching and learning  (5) 
        
 
 











a. Systematically collecting information 
about the effectiveness of your teaching 
beyond end-of-term course evaluations (1) 
        
b. Using assessment findings to inform 
changes made to your courses (2) 
        
c. Publicly presenting (e.g., lectures or 
workshops) information about teaching or 
learning (3) 
        
d. Publishing on teaching and learning (4)         
e. Collaborating with colleagues on 
improving teaching and learning  (5) 










Rubrix (New Classroom) 
Analytic Rubric Building Guidelines and Template 
Course ID:  HCS/475 
Course Title:  Leadership and Performance Development 
Benchmark Assignment Title: Week 5, Summary Memo  
Total number of points: 15 
 
Resources: Problem Analysis Worksheet, Week Five Case Studies, and Summary Memo 
Guidelines 
 
Review the Problem Analysis Worksheet. 
 
Select one of the solutions you proposed in the Problem Analysis Worksheet. 
 
Write a 350- to 700-word summary memo explaining why your solution will effectively 
resolve the conflict, how you propose to implement your solution, and your role as a 
leader to manage conflict and create an effective work environment. 
 
Include the following in your summary: 
• Summarize the problem and the solution you propose to implement. 
• Analyze why you think the solution will be effective. 
• Analyze what needs to be considered when implementing the proposed solution. 
• Analyze the leadership style that best fits implementing the proposed solution.  
• Analyze a leader’s role in managing conflict. 
o What conflicts may arise from the problem or proposed solution, and what 
role should a leader take to manage those conflicts? 
• Explain the leader’s role in creating an effective work group when implementing 
the proposed solution.  
• Summarize key points and next steps. 
 
Include a reference page with your summary, and cite at least 2 references using APA 
guidelines. 
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 I am the manager of Happy Cardiology services and we have been informed by 
human resources of some conflicts that have arisen within the organization. I’ve been 
asked to implement a program to address the concerns with the staff member of my team. 
There are concerns of coding, billing and credentialing staff. The staff feel that 
administration does not fully understand their job duties and does not provide a way for 
the staff to share their concerns about the work environment. There are billing claims that 
some pressure to up the codes and aggressively seek payment from patients. On the other 
hand, we face a problem of having low morale, staff resigning at a rapid pace which 
results in a turnover rate at 22%. 
Problem and Solution 
 It is my job as the manager of Happy Cardiology services to create and implement 
program to fix and build a plan which address the concerns of the staff’s issues. Create a 
plan of better communication and training of staff to improve the administration duties. 
Give the remaining staff a platform to where they can share their concerns about the work 
environment. I would place a communication box in the breakroom for employees to 
write out their concerns and give them a chance to express their concerns in written form. 
Training staff is also a big portion of the solution to our problem.  Staff will attend a 
mandatory employee and training credentialing program.  
Why I Think these solutions will effective? 
 The positive effects to letting employees express their concerns with the 
communication box is that it will allow people to express themselves freely, anomalously 
without penalty, this will allow upper management see and hear their concerns with 
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structure, plans, visions, and management duties. The positive effects to training staff will 
be encouraging staff to go back to school to advance their education in the field and to 
learn about other positions within the company which will allow then to grow within 
them organization. 
Implementing the solution 
 When implementing the solution to the problem, it’s going to take strategic 
planning. This is going to require finding the best steps to finding out the concerns of the 
staff and having leaders, managers, directors to take those concerns and organize them 
the best way for staff to see the vision, see what will help them and benefit the company 
as well. We have an obligation to inform patients prior to the doctor’s visit, and to 
address co-pays, and allow financial planning. We need systems back up to help send out 
billing and collections options. Accurate coding and billing is necessary to ensure correct 
costs and coverage. Billing and staff credentialing are needed to show evidence of correct 
documentation, diagnosis and payments to ensure no fraudulent practice.  
Leadership style that best fit the solution 
 I believe the best form of leadership for our office is the democratic leadership. 
Democratic leadership is grounded on participation of leaders and staff. The role of 
leadership is Laissez-faire. This leader-ship style allows the staff to achieve control 
through less obscure means. It is believed that employees excel when left alone to 
respond to their responsibilities and obligations in their own way. This can help expand 
their performance capacity. In the end the leader chooses what is best for the organization 
insight of the team. 
Leadership roles in conflict management 
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 As mentioned above managing conflict is tough but it’s important to remember to 
accommodate, stay away from avoiding certain issues, collaborate to strengthen 
commitment, compete important tasks that create wellbeing of the company and compete 
against people who take advantage of the weak. We need to compromise toward goals 
collaborate when things aren’t successful. Lastly if problem solving doesn’t results with 
the group leaders willingly will make the best decision for the group. (University of 
Phoenix, 2017 p 120) 
Creating Effective work group for implementation of proposed solution 
 According to Willful Choice decision-making models, “Identify the problem, 
collect data, list all possible solutions, test possible solutions and select based on the 
decision made.” (University of Phoenix, 2017 p.139) This requires a team effort, which 
includes what team members have gathered in the communication box. Employee 
meetings and one on one interviewing between staff and management are important. 
Management they will take the Reality-based decision-making model. According to 
Reality-based decision making models, “Researchers have observed that willful choice 
models of decision making underestimate the chaotic nature and complexity regarding 
actual decision-making situations; a large percentage of decision- making processes are 
followed without actually solving anything.” (University of Phoenix, 2017 p 249.) I think 
this style of leadership will help Happy Cardiology Services. 
In Conclusion 
 It is important to remember that in order for a successful organization Happy 
Cardiology needs collaboration and team work to be successful. Having to problem solve, 
find effective solutions and implementation using appropriate leadership style will help 
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reach resolutions and implementing the best plan to resolve conflict. An exceptional 
leader or manager needs the above tools to run a successful program. Staff, leadership, 
administrators need to collaborate effectively amongst themselves towards or attain 
positive outcomes for Happy Cardiology to become a successful organization. 
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Summary Memo Guidelines 
 
Executive summary memos are sometimes the first and only thing executive management 
will read and use to decide if they support your plan.  
 
Traditionally, summary memos are only one to two pages long; thus, challenging the 
writer to not only grab the reader’s attention but to synthesize information and convince 




Although this is a shorter assignment, you will need to organize your memo as you would 
a traditional paper. 
• Introduce your problem in the introductory paragraph. 
o Capture your audience’s attention.  
o Summarize the problem, its significance, and discuss what your proposed 
solution entails.   
• Use simple headings within the memo.  
o For example, the introductory paragraph may have a header titled “Problem”.  
• The conclusion needs to summarize key points and identify next steps.  




• Keep paragraphs short and concise. 
o Include key points that are critical to your analysis, decision, and change efforts. 
o Review and ensure that the various sections flow together and are not disjointed 
(coherence). 
• Maintain a professional tone throughout the memo. 
o Use language appropriate for your target audience.  
 For this assignment, your audience is the internal executive management 
team. 
 Keep in mind that your audience will change based on the organization you 
work for.  











Can you clearly distinguish between each performance descriptor on this line? 
Is there a clear ranking order to the performance descriptors on this line? 
What specific language in the rubric aligns to evidence in the student work sample? 
How well does this assignment description align to the rubric? 
 
Summary questions 
Looking at all the scores together here, what level of consistency would you say there 
is? 
Does hearing your colleagues’ perspective change your opinion? 
Does having an analytic rubric like this make your life easier or harder, in terms of 
setting expectations for learning? 
Do students, in your mind, value the transparency of having a rubric? 










Figure A. Front page of the SWConnect asynchronous norming site.  The two work 
samples and tasks are denoted on the top left-hand side.  Bottom left are polls for 
participants to log scores.  The right-hand side features how-to videos for navigation, 




Figure B. Example of the scoring tool inside the site’s “polling feature”.  Each rubric 
criterion has a poll.  At the top is the actual rubric line with performance descriptors, 
beneath which participants log their vote or see anonymized voting results.  Finally 




Figure C. Example of a discussion post by facilitator and interaction among participants 
afterward. 
 
